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Stater Bros. Charities Announces 2009... "Heroes
of the Heartland Award Recipients

FAA Grants
Approval to SCLA
School of Aviation
Technology
The School of Av1ation
Technology
at
Southern
Califorma Logistics Airport in
Victorville announced it has
received approval from the
Federal
Aviation
Administration to b'egin formal instruction of students.
Students will begin studies
almost immediately - the first
class begins March 9.
''I'm excited to see the
school take this final step and
open its doors for students,"
said
Supervisor
Brad
Mitzelfelt, who secured more
than $500,000 for the school.
"With the state our economy is
in now, we need this school
more than ever. With the cooperation of the City of
Victorville and the County
Workforce Investment Board,
we 'vc created a tremendous
opportunity for local residents."
In addition to the $500.000
provided
by
Supervisor
Mitzel felt,
the
County's
Workforce Investment Board
contributed
$75,000
m
Workforce Investment Act
funds, and $179,600 in
Employment Training Panel
funds for a total county contribution of $754,600.
Graduates from the program will be eligible for licensure as airframe and powerplant (A&P) mechanics, an
occupation that is, and will
continue to be, in high
continued on page 13
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Stater Bros. Charities is pleased to announce the 2009 Heroes of the
Heartland Award Recipients as part of the 2nd Annual Stater Bros.
Charities Dave Stockton Heroes Challenge. The Heartland Awards
arc g1ven to md1viduals who exemplify a caring commitment to the
community they live in.
continued on page 15

For You/NAFE Networks in Southern CA
presents awards to their winners at their 7th Annual
For You/NAFE Gotta Have A Heart awards
The 7th Annual For You/NAFE Have a Heart event was a great
continued on page 2
success because of the hard work

Board of Equalization Updates
State's Top 250 List of Sales and
Use Tax Debtors
Public Disclosure Aimed at Reducing Tax
Gap in California
The California State Board of Equahzation (BOE) updated its
onhne list of top sales tax debtors at www.boe.ca.gov. The BOE
replaced 18 names on its list of debtors. Those added to the list have
delinquencies totaling $24.2 mill1on in sales tax owed.
Since Jan. 1, 2007, the BOE is mandated by state law to post a list
of the largest 250 tax delinquencies of more than $100.000 in tax
after noufying the debtors that their tax liabilities will be disclosed to
the public. The taxpayers to be listed are notified 30 days before their
information is posted.
Since the inception of this program, 17 taxpayers, whose account
balances represent a total of $12.9 million in sales and use tax, have
come forward to take care of their debts: 11 through payment agreements and six by makmg payments m full. The list, updated quarterly, currently includes debtors with $264.9 million in tax liabilities.
Tax liabilities under appeal, litigation, or bankruptcy proceedings are
not included. Below is a list of the newly added businesses with the
largest sales and usc tax delinquencies. For a complete list of the
largest sales and use tax delinquencies in California, visit:
continued on page 3
www.boe.ca.gov/cg1-bin/delig.cgi.

Redlands Chamber
Music Society
The Redlands Chamber
Music Society will feature
pianist M1chael "'oble of
Moreno Valley for 1ts Emerging
Artist concert at 4 p.m. Sunday.
March 15. The 20-year-old
classical p1anist will perform
works of" Debussy. Chopin and
Scriabin at Watchorn Hall,
Frederic Loewe Performance
Hall at the Universit) of
Redlands, 1200 Colton Avenue.
Tickets are $20. Admission is
free for any music student.
Noble gave his first public
reCital at the age of six. He
attended the Idyllwild Arts
Academy where he studied with
dean of the arts.
elms
McKelvain. He 1s now a junior
at the Eastman School of Music
in Rochester,
Y, studying
under Melita True. In fall 2008,
he
attended
the
Paris
Conservatoire as part of
Eastman's
Conservatory
Exchange Program.
In Paris, he studied performance techniques that are distinctly European. "They are more
rooted in tradition, especially
for piano," Noble said. "The
continued on page 22
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For You/NAFE ...
cominucd from pf:. 1

ol event~.:ha1r G1~ella Thomas,
and aho because of the ''onderful people \\ho sho\\ed up
and all the great
For
You/ AFl~ nommees \\ ho "ere
m attendance.
I hi' e\ent ts hl'ld e\ er)
)e,lr and 1s a \\,1) of the f·or
You Al·F EST Board to honor

I he \\ mner~ repre<-ent the
folio\\ mg .1reas:

to S~nJCc 'Gold' A\\,lrd" lor
'oluntcenng and '~n mg m cr
500 hour-. Ill For You :S~t\\ ork
0\er the P•' t "·~'~n )ellr\.
Rlllhl~ 1 also thr founding
dm~ctor of the Redl.md' hlT
You/'\AI·E et\\Ork .md .1lso
sen es as the pres1dent of the
BOD mer ullth~ n~l\\ork :

R 1d 111 e
\\Ills
\\,b
a\\Mdcd the Presidential "Call

13c, 1
Sarducd's,

Redlands,
Rl\ er,ld~.
s,m
Gabnel \alit'), South Orange
Count) , Santa Clant,l Valle)
and the San l·em.mdo \aile)
area. The '"mner~ reflcll md1
"1duals from all these area~.

Re~taurant:

San

Juan

C.1p1strano, (SOC I Y/'\ I I·
!\et\\ ork);
Best Loc.1l Connection
ll1gh
Desert
I·Yt:-.:AI E loc.1l connectiOn
(Lillie ~1ontgomer). d1rector);
~1eeting:

Best ~1embcr Website:
(tic) \\ '' \\ ,apronexploswn.com
( O\\ ner
<llash.l
Ho\\ ers
COIIIilllll'ti Oil {JC/~(' II

all tts gre.lt members m 1ts 19 r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
local connection Southern (' \
net\\orks. The nomine~' Me
nommated b) members and h)
the d1rcctors from the 19 local
connection network,,
Bened1ct
Castle
m
Ri' er,ide "as totall) packed
\\tth dynam1c For You, 'AFE
members and guesh. Thee\ ent
\\a filled \\ ith excitement and
-.uspense u-., until the envelopes
nk
were opened, no one had a clue
"ho the \\ mners \\ ould he. All
the nonunees \\ere terrifiC and
all so de-.en mg of bemg -.elected.
1embers
of
the
Soroptom1st of Fallbrook, who
\\ere the JUdge , had a tough
lime electing the "mnen; us all
'"ere o dco;en mg. There \\ere
14 categone and a total of 97
nommee th1~ )Car. A
the
envelope \\cre opened and the
"inner announced, many of
tho-.e elected were 1n 'hock
and e\en in te.1rs ince 11 \\as
uch a movmg e\ent All were
thnlled they had been nommatcd and even more thnlled they
won. but each talked about ho\\
bemg a member of FOR
YOU/NAFE ha changed their
Fredric Roberts
h\cs and about the \\Onderful
&urrd lnw. tmmt Baulur
friendships the) ha\ e made, the
mentors they have found all
becau e they \\ere members.
Commg together as the For
You/NAFE 'etwork doe at
For Fred's complete story v1s1t cnb.com/thewayup
their four C\ ents a year rea II)
let the members kno" why
bemg a member of For
You/NAFE 1s o pecial.
The nominee came from
The way up
all over Southem CA as our
net\\ork arc m Corona, Culver
City, Glendale. H1gh De crt,
Long Beach. Moreno Valley.
Mumeta.
orth
Orange
County, North San D1ego,

"( ·ry Nationa
.
''
n1y retiretnent.

CITY NATIONAL BANK

f::f

ij.

Pa adena, RanchoCucamonga•L--------------------------------~~~~~~~

Board of Equal ...
collliiiUf.'d ron p

I

• JOH
KELL'I
IR\l!'o;E., CA
4,990.107.52
• BARRY V..A 'I

• MARK J 10SCROP
'5l'i01 ELDORADO DR
LA QUI~TA, C \ 92251
1.830,750.12
E

~~A~CHA

CL

74780 42 D A\ E
PALM DESERT. C' 92260
1.1530 750.12

ST0~1

~10

I'ORSPORI S CS \
CORO A,C\
I ,06'5.587 66
• AFT~RSHOC K PO\\ I·R
BO I'S. I C.
RIVER IDE. CA
997,368 16
• ELIAS PI ED
PI EDA UTO SALES
\ ICIOR\ ILLE, CA
731,904.16
• C'lli:-..A S IAR BUI·I·ET
L \ ~IIRAD \, CA
$451,9'i7 06
• R0~1EO HAMBARSU\1
\1A\UA
28939 LEXI GTO~ RD.
TE\1ECULA, CA 92591
3,, 05.444.02
• M.;DRE ~1ARIO
LARTIGAU
DBA VALUE AUTO
SALES
12H57 BISCA'r. EAVE.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
$2,85H.263.88
• EMPORIA, INC.
DBA BEST & I·AST
CREDIT AUTO
793 E HOLT A\'E.
PO'.fO'\A, CA 91767
$2.302,070.92
• EDGAR TJ:-;"J ACA
DBA BEST & FAST
CREDITAL'TO
PO BOX 1503
UPLAND, CA 91785
$2,061,296.H3

• R.A Q.C'ORPORATIO
DB\ MAJOR
BCSI ESS SI:R\ ICI S
10550 B SI:\I·SS DR
I·O I'A:'\A, C'A 92337
l.46H,333.79
OR\\ l:.ST GROL P OF
C'OMP\ IES INC'
DBA Lf:>;COU\ SHELL
Ill:\ Ll COL AVE.
CORO A CA 92881
1,1' 1,830.69
• WILLIAM I ARY
\IARAG:SO
DBAAZ-TEX
17795 fOOTHILL BI \D.
FO. ITA:\ A, CA 92335
$1,161, 35.56
• HASSA:'\ ~1Al AKLOL
DBA ROSS~100R
l\IOTORS
14642 SLO\ ER AVE.
FO TA~A. CA 92337
$1.095,989.09
• BARRY WAY:-.:E
DBA CUST0\1 MOTOR
SPORTS USA
2230 ARABIAN WAY
CORONA, CA 92879
1.065,5H7.66
• CCSTOM \.10TOR
SPORTS CSA, I C.
DBA CUST0\1 MOTOR
SPORTS
12150 SEVER, WAY
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503
$1,026.186.76
• AFTERSHOCK POWER
BOATS,I~C.

5887 FREMO:-;T ST
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
$997.368.16

• HAMPARTSOUM
KOUROU~ILJA,

9491 fOOTHILL BLVD.
RA;o.;CHO C CA~fO. GA.
CA 91730
$2,006.065.3
• GLASSTO~E. I C.
DBA GLASSTONE

• PARADISE TEX nLE
CORP
14207 MO~ffi VISfAAVE.
CHI '0, CA 91710
991,073.84
• DARAN ELISEO H~STA

cominued on page 5

Allen Matkins/UCLA Anderson
Forecast California
The Office Space Market
By Jell) rickelsburg
Economi t
The Office Space Market \\111 contmue to lighten through 201
accordmg to a ne\\ urvey taken by The LC'LA Anderson f-orecast I Ill
conJunction wnh and spon ored b) Allen '\latkms Leek Gambl
\1,1llory & '\Jats1s UP. I he survey, the first of a senes of urveys t
be conducted around C'allforn1a. polled real e tate professmn.1ls 1
the office space development and mvestment market Survey pan
members were strong m thc1r behef that rental rates for office pac
m Los Angeles would contmue to mcrea e and ma) even nsc at faste
rate than the bn k 4 7 average m 2006. Th1s mcreasm deman
m the fact of hmned new supply 1 ul o seen to be dnvmg down
vacanc) rates over the four year honzon of the foreca: t The Aile
Matkms UCLA Anderson f oreca t Cahforn1a C'ommerc1al Re
E tate Survey and Index Research Project wa miuated by Aile
Matkms m 2006 furtherance of the1r mtere t m 1mprovmg the quah
I) of current mformauon and foreca ts of commer~.:1al real estat
llte fin;t of the sur" e) s, the Los Angele Office Space Sun e) w
1.1ken m 1\1a) of 2007 \Hth u panel of real e tate profess10nals betn
asked SIX quest tons on 'ar10u aspects of the market. Thi will he
followed "1th suneys tor Los Angele on the mdu tnal market ancl
the retail market and will cover each of the maJor geograph1c regmn
of the tate. 'These llllllal urvc) re ult fore ee demand by oflic
usmg mdustries far outstnppmg the upply m spite of an office pac
bmldmg boom currently untlema). and auger~ \\CII for those who
O\\n or who will be putting new capaCII) on the market m the ne
four )Cars The Los \ngeles Office Market was chosen a the fi
sun e) as it 1s the largest market m the State and bemg a maJOr mat
ket for Allen Matkins and the home of UCLA provided ready acce
to the panel of partiCipants.
Wh) a "iew Suney'!
Since the summer of2006 the hou mg market ha:-. been m freef·
with home sales bet\\een March 2006 and March 2007
California showing a greater than 30% decline. and m
Callforn1a market • home price:, have begun to fall. Thb mel
of the h1gh tlymg housmg sector IS a crisis for man} of
employed or invested in real c tate. mortgage financmg, and
bu1lding. But what doc it mean for the California and
economic:,? Does the contraction tn home building create a
'"ith '"idesprcad los~ of JObs and mcome? Lookmg at the po tWar II US economy the an wer might be "of course." But, hke
things in life and econom1c it 1 not so 1mple. The Impact of~~·-;"''''~"'
tractions in housing on other economic activit) is primanl)
through the loss of jobs m new home construction and in the di
and mdirect support mdustries mcluding furnishmgs, furniture
appliance manufactunng. I"o the extent that something else picks
the slack, a recession might he a\mdcd. Ckarl), dunng most of
recent past recessions, nothing ebe did as both manufacturing
residential structure construction contracted m tandem. Lookmg
California total real personal income and real personal income due
construction activity from 1947 to 2007. \\C find that while the
relat1on between the t\\O ha not been a pronounced as the coi
dencc of busines C)cle and hou ing ector related job to s,
remams a strong relationship bet\\een construction actl'ilt) and
all economic activit).
More detailed data on emplo) •
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INDEX
Columns
Customer Care=Cash The number one reason customers
stop doing bu siness with a company is an atti tude of
indifference. What do you do for your customers to show
you care and appreciate their business on an ongoing
personalized basis?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Real Estate Experts Focus on Challenges in Tough
Economy At The Annual Real Estate Update. held at
Rancho Cucamonga\ Victoria Gardens Cultural Center
(and hosted by the Riverside-based Inland Empire
Economic Partnership). expens gave some insight into
what's in store for 2009 and 2010............. . . . ....... 10
Rally Your Employees in Tough Times: Point Toward a
Better Future Chris Witt gives us tips to keep employt.>es
focused , motivated and working hard. Business leaders at
every level can do someth ing to address their employees·
worries and to re kindle their motivation . . ................ 12
A Thousand Resumes: How to Find the "Needle" in
the Sales Haystack The price for wrong choice:-. in hiring
salespeople is very high. There are a fe\\. steps to help
managers be successful v. hen sorting. selecting and
interviev. ing potential candidates ................ . ...... 26
Be~ond the Basics - Kl'ep Your Sales Up in a I>oun
Market In 2008. man) sales!J<!oplc earned onl) half the
commission the) earned m 2007. Half! ;-.;-ot all ,aJe-,
professionals arc in a slump, hov. eYer. Douglas Smith
g ives five tips if you want to be one of those who
will thrive this )Car. ............................... .
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People Are in Trouble in the
Inland Valley and You Can Help!

This ~larch in the Inland Frnpm:
Business Journal'

News and Features

March 2009

Sales and Marketing............. . ....... . . . .

7

Executive Notes ........................... .

g

Investments and Finance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Real Estate Notes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 0
Management. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 & 26
Commentary/Letters to Editor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14
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MBA/Executive Programs in the Inland Empire. . . . .

20

The Top HMOs ........................... . . . .. 25
The Top PPOs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Residential Real Estate Brokers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11

Sales ............................................ 2X
Technology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
Restaurant Revtew. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Inland Empire Peoplt.> and Events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. 37
Manager's Bookshl'lf........................ .

Inland Valle) Hope Partners has offered HOPE for the past 40
years by prov1dmg food, shelter and supportive services to children
and their families.
In a _single year. some 70,000 people are helped by their residential family shelter Thetr three food pantries and farmers market distribute food for more than 600,000 meals and provide some 10 000
nights of shelter.
'
Right now one in five clients at their food pantries arc "new,'' and
is an increase of 20 percent. This is the first time they have come to
the pantries because they no longer can make ends meet.
. Inl_and Valle) Ho~e Pa~ners serve 13 different ctties in the region
mcludmg Chmo, Chmo Htlls, Claremont, Diamond Bar. La Verne,
Montclair, Mr. Baldy, Ontario, Pomona, Rancho Cucamonga, San
Dimas, Upland and Walnut.
Inland Valley Hope Panners asks that you support their 13th
Annual Golf Classic by selecting the following sponsorships:
Event sponsor wtth a donation of $1,000 to $5,000
A foursome sponsor for $700
A major tee sponsor for $250
A $300 donor for a Theme Basket Drawing at the event
A contributor of gift certificates and prizes for the event

For more information, check their Website at www.hone-parlners.com or call (909) 622-3806, ext. 21. or hv e-mail at
(ranr@lwpe-partners.com.

...• 3X

'\'cw Business Lists:

Board of Equal.. .

Count) of San Bernardino ................ .

.... 40

Count) of Riverside. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 41
Executive Time Out. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
Having trouble keeping your website up-to-date?

continued from pg. I
DBA RACE TOWN
MOTORS
I l 97 1 AUBURN AVE.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
$950,721.49

92262
$686,220.46
• LONG BEACH REBAR
INC.
2215 VIA CERRO
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
$621,140.49

Does it take forever to get your website updated?

Search lor Commercial Space
lor lease/Sublease

Is your web staff overworked?

We can help!

•c~~erStr~tegies .;;;;,;;,;.;;;;~;~

For office, retail, i ndust ria l and ex ecutiv e suites

sub[!ease.com.

•

-- Content management solutions
-- E·commerce tools and services
-- Online shopping carts and credit card transactions
- - Website planning, design and implementation
· - Website project management services
-- Website hosting
-- Custom search engines, directories and catalogs

310/414-0404
13101 .............. 11tvd, r.!19 &.o..,..._, CA 110CNM1

www.sublease.com

Our content management tools can help you decouple th e
loolc-and-fe.t of your site from the Informational content.
Your clerlul staff can keep your content up-to-date;
they won' t have to walt for your overworlced web experts
to dolt.
For more Info see us at www.csz.com
Call today for a free consultation!

909- 920-9154 x27

• C & B CHRYSLER-JEEP
DBA SOUTHWEST
CHRYSLER JEEP
2075 HAMNER AVE.
NORCO. CA 92X60
$79 1,372.I9
• WIL D WEST TRAILER
SALES, INC.
1240 E ONTARIO AVE.
CORONA, CA 9288 1
$760,590.43
• ELIAS P INEDA
DBA PINE DA AUTO
SALES
I640 1 SO LVANG AVE.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92394
$731 ,904.16
• PHYLLIS L. SILVER
DBA SILVER MOTORS
470 N VILLA CT.
PALM SPRINGS. CA

• JAN WEILERT RV. INC.
27590 JEFFERSON AVE.
TEMECULA. CA 92590
$613.909.37

• SHAILENDRA SINGHAL
DBA MIRA LOMA
MARINE/COMMANDER
BOATS
2282 GOETZ RD.
PERRIS, CA 92570
$608,213.10
• CUSTOM METAL INC.
8606 BEEC H AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
$596.1 29.51
• MARK JOSEPH CHELINI
33l75 TEMECULA PKWY
TEMECULA. CA 92592
$535.704.23

continued on pa~e 16
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Allen Matkins ...

ment b) the t)pe of construction are
U\ allable from 1990 to 2007 ;md
colltmued from p~ J
re\ cal that commcTClal and residential construction emplo) ment hcha\ e quite dlfkrentl~ ,md are not
necessa~il) comc1dent \\ ith each other. Although residential construction ts eon,ldemhl) l:!rger than commerc1al. the tllfferential
mo' ement 1s Important ob,en at ion for foreL'<tstcrs The reason 1s
that \\ hile not all jobs 111 residenual construction are transferable to
cnmmercr.tlconstruction. some. such as electncl,\11 and plumber, are
casil~ transferred and to the extent that the t\\ o sellors arL' mm ing
out of phase \\ Hh one another a fall off 111 reSidential construction
ma) be moderated b) inneasing demand for'' ork.ers in the commercial huildmg arena.
A glance at the dat.t from 1990 to present shm\ s that employment
the construction of residential structures tiel: lined \\ uh the 1991
recession, rcco\ ered after 1997 and 111 spite of a recession in 200 I.
has been gnm ing C\ cr since. In contrast, empiO) ment in the constructiOn of non-re-.idcntlal structure:-. d1d dedml' \\ uh the 200 I
rece.... ion and has onl) begun a recovel} m the pa-.t )Car. Thu-.. the
t\\O are present!) out of s)nc \\ith each other. Overall constructiOn.
\\hich includes spccialt) contractors \\ho \\Ork. on re-.1dential and
non-re-.idential construction. and non-building construction. mirrors
the residential construction pattern better than the commercial structures pattern. alhcit at a siO\\er growth rate.
One key difference between commercial and residential real
estate is the relationship between each and the timmg of the business
cycle. An analysis of the LS data for the period 1947 to 2007. a 60
year span. rc\eals that housmg construction is vef) much a comcidcnt indicator of the business cycle. When housing is had. it is likely the economy is as well. Office. retail and industrial construction
activity tends on average to trail economic conditions. Because projects take time to complete. often three to five years from inception to
occupancy. the pull back in the construction of new buildings happens subsequent to an economic downturn. It is a downturn which
causes commercial investors shy away from initiating new projects,
but the downturn rarely stops a project already under way. The contemporaneous correlation between changes in investment in non-residential structures and real GDP in the United States is practically
non-existent. Thus, after a downturn begins, investors find themselves with newly completed structures. a weak market and having to
ride out the higher vacancy rate and lower rental rates for the duration of the downturn. If forecasts of commercial market conditions
two to three years out could be improved. this would be valuable for
the commercial real estate investment community.
We are interested then in improving our economic models for
foreca~ting commercial real estate for two reasons. First. to the
extent that the commercial market is going the opposite direction as
the residential market. as it is now, the demand for construction
workers on the part of the commercial building contractors will mitigate the layoffs in the housing market. A striking example of this is
the current construction market in Honolulu where Fourth Quarter
2006 new home permits declined by over 30% on a value basis. Yet
a very hot market for retail, wholesale and resort property created a
construction boom large enough to push employment in construction
up for the first half of 2007 and to change UHERO's forecast from a
I% decline to a 3% ircreasc.
Second, the long lead time of commercial building requires as
accurate a window as possible on future market conditions for the
investment community decision making process. Allen Matkins. a
leading California law firm with seven offices statewide and a reputation as one of the premier U.S. real estate law firms has undertaken to support our efforts in improving the quality of knowledge and
the economic models of commercial
continued on pa1:e 18
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Customer Care= Cash!
B) George Hedley
Every holiday season com
panics send out hundreds of
greetings cards and small gifts
of appreciation to their customers. Last year, a management company received one
bottle of champagne, two baseball caps. three large fruit and
cheese baskeb, four \\all calendars. five logo shirts, six boxes
of chocolates. seven tins of
popcorn. eight cans of nuts.
nine plates of cookiCs, I 0 bottles of wine, and 187 greeting
cards from their suppliers and
contractors . These were warm.
delightful gestures. but was it
worth the effort?

111

TOSHIBA

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
Collfom/a

Our newest color
copier technology
is well traveled.
In fact, he's been to
over 22 of the 30
big league ballparks.

Customers want to know
you CARE!
Chances are your company
received a s1milar number of
gifts this past holiday season.
but did any of them really matter to you? Were they unique,
special, or personalized? Three
weeks later. can you honest!)
remember who gave you what?
The number one reason customers stop doing business
with a company is an attitude
of indifference. They don't
think you care about them as a
valued customer or as a person.
They feel like you treat them
the same as every other customer. You market and sell, get
customers to buy your product
or service. do quality work,
send an invoice. and then never
call again. In a challenging
economy like the current one,
this 'business as usual' kind of
practice can mean the death of
an organitation .
What d o you do for yo ur
customers to show you care
and appreciate their business
on an ongoing personalized
basis? How do you stay in
touch? What do you do to help
their business be successful on
a regular basis? In this competitive marketplace, you've got
to set yourself apart and do

more than your competitiOn.
Impersonal holiday cards or
standardized annual customer
gifts are a waste of t1me and
money if that 1s all you do to
build loyal customer relationships.
Customers want to knov.
you care about them. their business. their challenges, and
them as mdividuals. Buildmg
trusted relationships, like "lth
friends. takes time and constant
contact. With spouses. friends,
or clients. once a year is not
enough to keep things alive.
The best way to develop loyal
customer relatiOnships is "faceto-face" time with them. These
are relationship-hullding ses
sions. To stay best friends or
keep customers loyal. you must
spend quality t1me together on
an ongoing. consistent bas1s.
Most small serv1ce businesses have between 12 to 24
loyal customers who make up
the majority of their profitable
sales. As your important customer list is relatively small. it
docsn 't take a lot of time to
keep in touch and build lasting
relationships with top customers on a regular basis.
Take care of your "Top

24"
Make a chart of your top 24
customers. Keep track of the
meetings, contacts and relationship-building sessions you
have with them. In order to
maintain and keep these relationships. make a commitment
to have two customer care
meetings every week. This plan
will insure you sec each of your
"Top 24" at least every three
months. These settings must be
face-to-face. They should
include breakfast or lunch .
ballgamcs, dinner meetings at
your local industry association.
golfing, fishing, hunting. or
just after work refreshments.
Get together in a fun setting

\\here you can really get to
k.now each other, let your hair
dov.n, and have some fun m1x
mg busmess and pleasure And
remember, busmess meetings,
negotiating contracts. arguing
over price increases, taking
orders. or transactiOnal phone
calls don't qualify as relationship-building settings.
One -on-one time will allo\\
you to d1scuss what really matters to your customers: the1r
likes. dislikes, family, friends,
and future. Find out how you
can do more. provide better
service, or 1mprove quality for
them . Build trust and confidence. Laugh, learn and grow
closer. G1ve them advice on
ho\\ to grow their business,
improve productivity, do a better job, or make more money.
The key is to shO\\ them you
care about their future success
in every way you can.
One-a-Day Vitamins
Make it a habit to thank
clients on a regular and unexpected basis. Send out one
hand-written thank-you note or
card every day to a valued or
potential customer. Tell them
you appreciate the opportunity
to do business with them or
thank them for letting your
company be on their team.
Occasionally send out small
gifts of appreciatiOn as well.
The key is to do it. It only takes
a minute. These notes. cards
and gifts work like "one-a-day"
vitamins. They keep your bottom line healthy. Your notes
need only be one or
two lines long as short
notes make big statements. Always handwrite them - including
the envelope. Look for·
top quality. different,
interesting. fun. or
motivational cards to
send .
The
more
unique. the better.

Make it Personal
When you see a good busi
ness art1clc or book. on an area
your customers arc working on,
send them a copy to show you
care about their future. If you
know they like golf, get them a
picture book on the v.orld's
best golf courses. If the) hke to
fish , get them the latest lure
that v.rll catch the most fish. If
their spouse likes fine \\inc, get
them a bottle of the best v.ine
)OU have ever tasted. If their
son pia) s little league baseball,
get him a ball cap from his
favorite team. Get the point?
Make it personal.
Time is money. Meaningful
time and constant contact with
customers is BIG mone).
Remember, doing a good job.
quality workmanship. proposals, faxes. e-mails. job meetings, correspondence. and
phone calls don't count compared to having consistent
meaningful relationship-building sessions and constant contact. Make it a priority to invest
in your future by investing time
in your customers. Customer
care in a consistent special way
will return big cash and create
loyal customers who only want
to do business with you.

Visit www.hardhatpresentation.l.com. email: gh@ hardhutpresentations.com, or call 800851-8553 for additional information.
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The USO at the Ontario
International Airport (ONT)
I he L 0 at Ontano ts opcr.tttonal s \en J.t) s \H:d.. \1ond.t)
through I nda\ 6 {)(),1m to Ill p m nd S.llurd.n. und.·\ nd holl
da\
The l 0 1 opened til \ e.tr round to o;upport tr
and their far'lthcs
The oal of t'"tc t '111 d en 1 ~.:s Or amz tton 1 to sene the
n eels of thou mds oltroop~ .md then fam1he' .Kh )Car at the L <;()
c~.:ntcr at () rJ Jt I lo ·.ned dO\\ 11 from tht• tWO Ill 1111 IC:'T11lll.lb Ill
old femun.t One. Butlchn f .11 the L Ont.triO lntcnMUon,tl
u-port 0 I Dm:ctton an.. m ba .1 cl 1111 md 1 tr.t\ lcro; ..utd
I he .11rpon shuttlco; arc a\ allablc to nlO\ c around thl tLmlmal'
The L 0 .11 Ontano feature <>pa~o.IOUs .tnd Lomfonahlc tclc\ 1
10n lounge \\lth a hbrar) of ftln'" .md T\ ho\\s I he\ h,l\c a
Jar c free lendmg hhrar) of books nMga1me' .md other penod1cals
a bank of state ol the .tn Internet cornputcro; lugga c \toragc a
small chtldrcn 's pia) .tre.t and a great Canteen sn.1ck bar It .tl o ts
equtpped "'tlh a modem .tnd ~.-omfonahle famtl) room .•1 rnmdmoothmg nap room, .m mtcm.tttOn.tl m.1p dtspla) .uca. cornputcro;
and an outdoor pauo .trca \II en tees arc free of char>e to the
troops and thetr fam1lle .

EXECUTIVE

NOTES

G\ L Dt•cau\\er I II'. the p.utncrs of one of the l.tr•cr lo~.: I
a ..ountmg fiml'> 111 the lnl.md f mp1rc arc proud to announc~ that
t\\ o '>I aft lOUntam h,l\ c been promoted to upcn 1 or ( hery I \an
\ elu\\ en and 1ichal'l I~ nch C P\ h "- bot'l l>,td tht:tr h.trd \H>rk
re\\ ard d
C\ tdcnced 111 the tr promo110n' Chrr~ I \an \ rhn' en
has been \\llh G\ L DccamH·r Ill' for 12 yc r .md !\lichal'l
I) nch ha been there for three ) car<> nd pa..,s..:d the ( P \ex m Ia t
)car
Sccurit~ B.mk of Californi.t nnourkcd th.ll 11 h.t
htrcd Brent Co.tts
.1 vtcc prc.,tdem n1.1rkd manager Coats w11l
focuo; lu effort on co;tJhll'>hm • a prcscnc 111 the Rcdland and
Lorna Lmda m.trkeh. He "'as most recent I\ a \ICC pre tdcnl rei.
tton h1p m.mager '' nh l'>t Centenmal ILmk m Redl.md~ . . .. The
\mcrican Institute of \rehitects (AlA) Inland C.thfomta Ch.tptcr
ha'> appomtcd \na E e~tlantt·. C I 0 of F s alantc Arc.hnccts, to the
execull\c commtttt:c of the AlA Her term a a member of the lA
board of dtrcctors runs through 2010 Her dulles at the AlA mcludc
ctung poltc) a'> a member of the board. profess1onal development
conunum ' cducauon. as well as pro' tdmg mentor htp and lc.lderhtp to emer •m archttc~l . ..... 1 he Mission Inn llotl-1 & Spa
h.t appomted a ne\\ exccuuvc team to lead the future of the 239
room ht tone hotel m Rtvero;tdc James 1cC'ullough ha~ been
named "tce prestdcnt and manager a 17 ) car 'eterc~n of the hospttaltt) mdustr) James bnn s to the resort a wealth of cxpencncc .md
kno\\ led e of workmg "'tlh four dt.tmond propertte<> m Cahfomta,
Anzona .md Hawan. AddlllOnall) the '\1ission Inn has appomtcd
Janice Hollis dtrcctor of -;ales and market mg. Hollis "'1ll lcc~d the
sales and marketmg operauons for the hotel. tl'> luxunous EuropeanIll p1red Kclll) ·
pa, four 3\\ard \\tnnmg rc tauranh and 20,000
quare feet of upscale mceung space.
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THE GAINERS

Dutton Report Special: State·~
Unemployment Rate Continue to Ri~e
The h .. ononlll De' elopmcnt Department rei .tst: d thl
st.ttC\\ 1de unemplo) mcnt ligures for Janu lr) .mel to no one sur
pn c the uncmplo) mcnl r.llc 111 ( .tltlomta m Jal'u.tr\ Jllllp d to
10 1 pcr... cnt. up from 9.1 percent 111 DcLcmher It th t1rst11mc
11126 )car thJtthc unemplo\ment r,ue ros JbO\e 10 p t: nt
The ligures spcctfu:all) for Rt\Cr'>tde and ~an Bernardmo
Counuco; won't be relc,t cd )el. but I c.tn tell you th.tt they \\ 11l
be htght•r th.m the current 10 percent rate reported for Dcc~•nbcr.
1 .1m deep!) troubled that the State ol C.tltlornt.t " not dorng
ncar!\ enough to retain .md create JObs dunng th1., economtc
dtH\ nturn th.tt ome <.a) " the \\or I smce the Gre I Deprcs<>ton
In fact. I bciiC\e the '>late ts domg more to hurt busmcsscs
than help them
l .tst month, the Lcgtsl.llurc p.tssed a re\ tsed bud •ct that
mcludes the largest t.tx mcreasc 111 C Jhfornta o; htstor)
somt:
12. <; btllion It \\Ill me rea .: the o;tatc sa leo; t.tx r lie per on I
rn.:omc tax r.tle. double the car tax .mel stgntftc.:mtl) redu~.:c the
dependent tax credtt.
lheo;e tax mcre.tses w til cost d f.tmtl) of lou th t t'.1rns
~0.000 mort: th.m 660 'iOtnclhrn they can til afford to pa\ 111
the e trym c .. onormc urnes
I he tax mc.re.t'>Cs wtll also ad\crscl) tmpa~t th • .:~.-o otntL
cngtm• of thl'> st.llc sm.tll bus mess I he Bo.trd of I .:JU,tlll I ton
determmed the al 'tax mcrea'ie .tpprO\ ed b\ the Lt• 'l'>laturL nd
1 •ned h) the GO\ em or \\111 cost the tat~ .m Jddttwn.t
8 000
JObs 5~ 000 pcoplt· who h.n~ .1 10h toda) that won t bct.IU\
polttH..t.ms refused to help
At both the o;tate and federal lcvd there 1s a beltel th.tt crc..ut
mg gO\ ernrncnt JObs \\til .,O,H' our cconom1c problem But th •
truth of the n1.1ttcr " •0\crnment docs not crc.ttc \\c,tlth. Real
\\e,tlth 1s created \\hen the prJ\atc ector cre.ttcs JObs and those
Jobs c.m then -.upport gO\ crnment JObs
But JU 1 the opposttc h.t~ t,lken pl.tce lor the p..tst e\eral
years.
J.tck Stewart of the Caltfornt.t Manufa turer and lcchnolog)
As<;octallon cxpl,uncd rc~.:entl) that bet\\ een J.tnuar\ 200 I and
December 2008, there \\ere near!) 185.000 more cmplo\ ee., on
government payroll. Dunng th.tt s.unc penod, the pn' at.: c~tor
created onl) 31,600 JOb .
If Cahfornta ts to enJOY cconomt~.: prospcrtl) .tnd permanent
I) ftx the-structural delicti, \\e must tum those ligures around
1\1) budget packet tht~ ) car ts focuo;ed on economtc ~annulus
and hclpmg small busmcss 111 C.tltforma -;ucceed.
One btll I mtroduccd was SB 29". whtch rcqutres the
Caltforrua lo.tr Re~ources Bo.trd !C \RB) to rc anJI)ZC the costs
as octatcd "'llh tmplcrncntmg the Cahfornta Global \\armmg
Soluuon Act of 2006 (AB ~2.
wnfllwed 011 pa~£ 17
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Arncm.m States Water Co
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Comoam

Channell Commercial Corp
CVB Financial Corp
Emrise Corp
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
Hansen Natural Corp
HOT Topic Inc (H)
K-Fed Bancorp
Modtech Holdrngs Inc
National RV Holdinqs Inc

AWR
BWTR
CHNL
CVBF
ERI
FLTW
HANS
HOTT
KFED
MOOT
NRVH
OUTD
PFFBE

Outdoor Channel Holdinas Inc
PFF Bancorp Inc
Phvsicians Formula Holdings Inc (L) FACE
PROV
Provident Financial Holdings Inc
TMCV
Temecula Valley Bancorp Inc (L)
VNBC
Vinevard National Bancoro
WPI
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
Note~: (II)
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Temecula Valle) Bancorp Inc
\1odtc~:h Uoldrng lnt
Outdoor ('h,umel Holdrng Inc
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NASDAQ
AMEX
NASDAQ
NYSE
AMFX
!'<ASDAQ
NASDAQ
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AMEX
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AMEX
NASDAQ
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Stock hll fifty two \\Cck high dunng the month, (L)- Stock hit fifty two week low dunng the month.

MANNERINO

fcin! %Change

ot Meanmgful

M-

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the natiOn's leadrng mve tmcnt bankmg tlnd financJJI
adv1 ory organ1za11ons All tock data on th1 page 1s provided by
Duff & Phelp • 1 LC from sources deemed rehable o rccom
mendallon 1s Intended or 1mphed (110) 284 008

Five Most Active Stocks
Hansen Natural Corp

26,956,283
22,155,!154

Fleet\\OOd Enterpn,cs Inc

12.1R3.901

HOT Toptc Inc
CVB Financial Corp

12,167,110
9,219.600

D&P/lEBJ Total Volume Month

91,271,746

Watson Pharmaceuttcals Inc

Monthly Summary
"Laws wue made toM broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we ne~·er had been bla'!' 'd; for
nor to know we smn 'd rs rnnocence
Srr Willram Davenanl
/606-1668
10681 Foothill Blvd., Suite 280 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Tel. (909) 980-0630 Fax. {909) 948·8674
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Real Estate Experts Focus on
Challenges in Tough Economy
It'~ no secn.~tthe Inland Empire's struggling econorn) is meddlmg
'\\ ith eve!) real-estate sector 111 the market. But getting some msight
into \\hat's in store for 2009 and 20 I 0 could he valuable.
That's what local husmes~ professionals sought at The Annual
Real Estate Update. held at Rancho CU\:amonga's \'ictoria Gardens
Cultural Center and hosted b) the Riversidl'·hascd Inland Empire
Economic Partnership.
RESIDE~TIAL

JOHN KALMIKOV
Senior' icc president at Lee and Associates. Riverside
UncmpiO) ment is ha' ing a ~trong impact (on apartment \ acancies). Gi\en that, we're secmg that location is critical. West of the 15
Free\\ a). thl' \ acanc) rate is rclati\ cl) stable; hO\\ e\ cr. cast of the
215. the \ acann rate is double digits. The San Bernardino market
'\\ill rise a bit, but Moreno Valle; will rise even more. (We might
have) 12-14 percent in some areas.
If you buy (an apartment complc\) that's closer to JObs.) ou 'II do
fairly well. But if you buy in the outlying areas. you're going to get
hit b) the job losses and foreclosures with softening rcnh and vacancv rates.
. As far as single-family homes go. values have dropped substantiall). Ho'\\C\"Cr, if you look at the median income, the values need to
drop another 20 percent in order for homeowners to qualify or for
im estors to invest in some of these houses.
Once \ ou get to the realistic values, money will he spent, and
we'll start-turning around. In the next five years, we'll need to create
jobs that '\\ill create buyer\ who '\\ill occupy these homes. Builders
'\\ill start building smaller houses again.
OFFICE
TOM PIERIK
Senior vice president at Lee and AssoCiates, Riverside
We've built over 4 million square feet (of office space) in the last
t'\\o vears, and '1\e've built it into the struggling econom). We anticipate. we 'rc going to sec vacancies mcn~ase through the first six
months of this year.
We 'II slo'\\ ly eat up the oversuppl). hut it"s going to he a vef)
slo'\\ process. Right now, we ha'e a 21 percent (average) vacanc?
rate (in the Inland Empire office space market). The good nc'\\s Is II
create opportunit). There\ a windO\\ right now to take advantage of
excellent lease opportunitie~. We're scemg ~ignificant concessions b)
owners to discount their lease rates and inccnti\ izc tenants.
There are some (would-he) tenant;; waitmg on the sidelines ...
mostly because of economic uncertain!). Some are moving forward.
but others are waiting for further clarity on their own business models.
I N D USTRIAL
RICK JOHN
Senior vice president at Collins Commercial in Ontario
pa~e
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For You/NAPE ...

By Matt Wryc
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The following are some of the real estate acthitics in the
Inland Empire:
Zion Enterprises. a San Clemente-based developer of medical oll~t:c properties, JUSt broke ground on a ne'\\ \0,000-sq.· ft.
proJeCt in Chino Hills. Called Coun~ry Club Medical/Dental
Plaza. the l\\ o-stor) development IS located at 15994 Los
Serranos Countr) Club Dme, west of the 71 frec'\\a) off of
Soquel Canyon Parb\ay. The Class A, ele\ ator-scrvc.d huild.mg
\\ill offer condommium unns for sale or leas\.' startmg at JUSt
1,000 sq. ft. in site. It is situated ncar to Albertson's, R.ite A1d and
Wells Fargo, along with other high-visibility retailers. John
Bosko, Bob Bush and Robert Brandt of NAl Capital are the listing brokers for the building. Zo)a Kao of Prudential Realt) is
al~o on the listing team to assist with the Asian medical communi!). The project 1s scheduled for completiOn during the third
quarter of ::!009 ............... Kenco Logistics Senkes agreed to a
five-year. $11 million lease for a 517.300-sq ft. ($0.35/s.f/mo)
facility within the Watson Commerce Center Redlands, 111 the
cit) of Redlands. Kenco 1s the largest family-?wned an_d pri' atcly
held third-party log•sttcs solutions company 111 the United States.
After taking occupancy in April 2009, Kenco will run the LEEDccrtified facility as a cross-dock operation lor all order fulfillment, shipping, receiving. and inventory management of Ralston
Foods· Post brand cereal business. The building. which was completed at the end of January 2009, is located at 26X75 Pioneer
Ave .. north of 1-10 and west of the 210 Freeway. The ne'\\ Kcnco
faciht) '\\ill add up to I 00 JObs in the City of Redlands and will
make heavy use of the Watson Commerce Center Redlands'
proximit) to the San Bernardino Airport and 1-10. The building
features 134 trailer storage spaces. 7-mch-thtck concrete floor
slabs. and abundant clerestory glass, which provides ambient natural lighting and requires less energy. Ron Washle and Ma~k
Kegans of Grubb & Ellis represented Kenco Logistic Services 111
the transaction. Watson Land Compan) was represented h) Tom
Taylor, Steve Bell1tti and Josh lhl)es of Colliers
Intcrnationai. .......... .Jn Ontario, Aspen Distribution agreed to a
S3.5 milliOn lease for a 102.900-sq.-ft. faciiit) at 5505 Concours,
'1\-ithin the Crossroads Business Park, a big-box mdustnal business park that also houses distributiOn facilities for big-name tenants, such as C'\\ Balance shoes, Oak!C), Long's Drugs and
Carl's Jr. The huildmg features 65.600 sq. ft. of 45-dcgrce refngeratcd space, with the remaining 34.200 sq. ft. being dry storage
space. Aspen Distribution is a third-party logistics compan) that
doe~ contract warehousing for the medical, grocer). industrial,
retail and paper industries. Clyde Stauff and Michael McCrary of
Colliers International represented the landlord, The Caldwell
Company, in the transaction. Don Kazanjian of Lee & Associates
handled negotiations for Aspen Distribution. The term of thl'
lease was n~t disclosed ........... Also in Ontario. Scientific Image
Cen ter Management Inc .. a Michigan-based company affiliated
'\\ ith cosmetic surgery business Lifestyle LiftR. signed a I 0-ycar,
$2.37 million lease for 6,600 sq. ft. ($2.99/sl/mo) of space at 4550
Ontario Mills Parkway. just west of 1-15 and north of l-10 at the
southern edge of Ontario Mills. The lease gave the company the
entire hotto~ floor of the building.
continued 011 pa(?e 34

Network

continued from Pf?· 2
Redlands FY/NAFE Network)
and
W'\\ w.Evel) nGray.com
(o\.\-ner Evelyn Gray, San
Gabriel FY/NAFb Network);

Making A Diffl!rence in
the
Commumty.
For
You/NA!•E
Network High
Desert. "A Da) h>r You,'' 'l his
was a day that they honored
teens in their community, For
You Nct\.\-ork Success Team &
Members;

Women Owned Home
Base Business. (tic) Presto
Productions,
Ka)
Presto
(Rancho
Cucamonga
FY/NAFE Network ) and
W.I.T Inslltutc - Dons Roper,
North San Diego. FY/NAFE
Network;

Trailbla1er:
Ruby
Miller-Lyman,
Rancho
Cucamonga
FY/NAFE
~et'\\ork and founding sponsor
of FY etworks:

Women-Owned Small
Business;
Mindmasters
Barbara Eldridge. director,
North San D•ego FY/NAFE

Women Mentor and
Advocate: Carol Pilkington.
Santa
Clanta,
director,
FY/NAFE 1'\ctwork

Sphere of lnfluem:e.
Cmdy
McMahon,
Corona
1-"Y/NAFE :\'et'\\ork:
Emcrgmg
Karen
Hobson,
FY/NAFh Network;

Leader:
l\1 umeta

A'\\ard.
Daniela
Bumann,
Redlands, FYf.\IAFE Network;
Cherie Arnold "Heart"
A\\ard: RohtHe Motter, NAFE
Western
&
Mid-Atlantic
regional coordinator, and gold
founding sponsor For You
Networks.

Best
Corporate
Business
Environment:
American Seminar Leaders,
June
Davidson,
Director,
Pasadena: FY/NAFE Network;
Women of the Year·
Shirley Kerr. Past Corona FY
founding director & EST board
member:
Foundmg

Director
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Women-Owned Businesses

.

Raukerl f>y
Coon pan~
\ddre"
Cil). Stale. Zip

Rally Your Employees in Tough Times: Point Toward a Better Future
By Chris Witt
The ~conomy isn't in th~
best shape. May b~ you've
noticed. Your employees certainly have.
The bad nc""~ - job losses.
home foreclosures, bant...ruptcics, and a tant...ing stock market
- comes, in the ""ords of
Shakespeare. not single file but
in battalions. And prognostications by ~conomists (ho"" bad
""ill it get'? how long will it
last'?) provide little comfort.
"This has translated into less
productivity at work," at.:cording to a report by CN~.
''b~causc of anxieties about
salaf), heav) workload. and job
security.''
What's a boss to do?
There is no easy ans\\er, no
quick fix. no one solution. But
business leaders at eve f) level from CEOs to line managers can do something to address
their employees' worries and to
rekindle their motivation. They
can g1ve a speech.
A speech in difficult times
can be anything from a formal
company-wide address to casual remarks at the start of a new
shift. But the intent is always
the same: to keep employees
focused, motivated and working hard.
To make your speech more
motivating, follow these guidelines:
• Lead with the facts.
Be as open, honest and forthcoming as possible. Give a
complete account of the situation as objectively as you can.
If you hold anything back or if
you are evasive, you will feed
your employees· fear and compromise your credibility.
•
Acknowledge people's
feelings. You don't want to tum
your speech in to a therapy session, handing out Kleenex and

encouragmg people to have a
good cry. But if you ignore
your employees' feelings, they
will think that you're out of
touch or, worse, that you don't
care. Acknovv ledge their feelings in a general way. using
broadly applicable words like
difficulties, worries, concerns,
anx1et1es
or
fears.
Act...nowledgc what people are
feeling and move on. Say, if not
in words, then b) your empathy, "I care."
Interpret the facts. In
spite of what is often said. the
facts don't speak for thcmsclv cs. It\ your responsibility
as a l~ader to gather the facts
(all th~ facts). evaluate them,
analy'le them and come to some
understanding of what they
mean. And th~n it's your
responsibility to share your
understanding
with
your
employ~~s. Just don't tell them,
for exampl~. that sales have
declined 30 percent; tell them
what a 30 percent drop in sales
means. Help them understand
what\.. going on.
Create a
positive
metaphor. "Yes, these arc
tough times," the manager at a
defense contracting company
told his employee~. "but we've
been through tough times
before. We 'rc battle-tested veterans. We don't give up. And
we leave no one behind." That
metaphor - battle-tested veterans who don't give up - resonated with his employees and
renewed their determination.
Be sure that the image you
choose is one that you personally believe in and that your
employees can adopt.
•
Make hope sensible.
You can't counteract concrete
negative images - homes being
foreclosed, people losing jobs,
businesses closing down - with

abstract pos1t1ve concepts lit...~
perseverance. resolve and dedication. If you vvant people to
believe in hope. you have to
make it sensible, which means
according to th~ dictionary
"perceptible by the senses or
the mind." The best way to
show people images of hope is
by telling them stories.
Be action oriented. It's
counterproductive at best to
sa), "You're wrong to thmk like
that" or "You shouldn't feel that
way." You c;m't change how
people thin!,; or feel - only they
can do that - but you can
change how they act. And by
changing how they act. you create the possibility that they'll
change their thoughts and feelings. Almost a century ago
William James. the philosopher
and psychologist. made an
assertion that has been long
since been proven: "Actions
seem to follov, feeling. but
really action and feeling go
together; and by regulating the
action. which is under the more
direct control of the will. we
can indirectly regulate the feeling, which is not."
Don't go overboard.
This isn't the time - people
aren't in the mood - for pep rallies and rah-rah-isn 't-everything-great celebrations. Tell
anxious people to cheer up and
put on a happy face, and they'll
be less, not more, likely to do
so. Be ebullient, and you'll be
unbelievable. Instead. be confident, positive and purposeful.
Say what you want
and explain why they want it
too. Tell your employees in a
short, simple sentence exactly
what you want them to do.
Then show them how doing
what you want will help them
achieve what they want. If you
want them to work longer or
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harder or m a differ~nt way,
you have to figure out how they
will bcncf1t from doing so.
What's 111 It for th~m?
"Be thr change you
nish to sec." !"he words of
Gandhi arc as true toda) in the
corporate world as they were
50 years ago in Ind1a. Your
employees don ' t simply hstcn
to your words They filter
~verything you sa) through
the1r expenence of you. Your
actions, attitude. and interactions with them arc more than
an example for them to follow;
the) arc abo the lasting message people ""1ll take away
from your talk.
Tell the truth. Part of
why the econom) 1s in such sad
shap~ - not the entire reason,
hut part of the reason - is
because some promment leaders have h~~n mistaken. unreliable or downright dishonest.
People aren't as w 11ling as they
once were to take th~ word of
their leaders. You have to prove
your trustworthmess. If you say
anything that your listeners
doubt, they will doubt everything you sa).
As a leader, it's part of your
job to rally your employees in
trying times and point them
toward a better future. What
better way to do that than with
a well-executed speech?
If the challenge of giving
such a speech - positive, inspirational and truthful - seems
overwhelming. consider this:
Your employees want you to
succeed. They don't want to
slog through their days,
depressed and anxious. They
want you to help them keep
hope alive.
For more information, call
619-295-8411
or
risit
www. wittcom .com.
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FM Grants ...
continued from pg. I
demand. Existing aviation
maintenance firms at SCLA
have indicated a need to hire
up to 200 A&P mechanics per
year.
Entry
level
A&P
mechanics earn $40.000 to
$45,000 per year and experienced mechanics can earn
more than $100,000 per year.
"This is another positive
step in the development at
SCLA," added Supervisor
Mitzelfelt, who also serves as

chairman of the Victor Valley
Economic
Development
Authority, the joint powers
authority with the responsibility for redeveloping the former George Air Force Base.
"The School of Aviation
Technology further establishes
SCLA's role as a log1stics hub
for the region."
Studl'IIIS interested in reRistering for the program may
call SCLA at (760) 243-1904.

~ovident
Home Loans & Realty
1220 Dewey Way, Suite F
Upland. California 91786
Mike Morrell
President
prhl@aol.com
www.providenthomeloans.com

Over 34 Years Experience
in the Inland Empire

909-938-II38 Cell
800-834-6088
909-9~6-0 I64 Fax
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Letter to Editor
The L.S . and California are both in a huge me" largd) I
belie\ e hccau'c 11 i~ actually on I) one s1de of the political/ ideological landscape which is being asked to reall) make ' compromise; do
'compa~s1on' and confront the real needs of those \\ ho have fewer
things/monc). Wh) do I not sec a single Democrat breaking rank to
'compromise· on the budget or bailout b) switching s1dcs of the aisle
m neither Sacramento or DC?? Are Republicans and conservati'ves
the on I) one· -as a nauonal Dem leader ju't said- \\ ho mu't toda)
·•Jea\c their ideological positions" for the bettern1ent of the whole
countf)/state. i.e. "the poor?"
Is, a~ the cha1r of the San Bernardino County Democratic Part}
recently cla1med at a Rot3f)· meeting I attended, God a Democrat?
Who reall) speaks and acts for God in this present surreal national
'1tuation'? We need to ask!
We live in a time when ~ome people like me, who believe m and
live hy a careful. con sen ati\ e ideolog), arc being continually pressured and guilted b) some Dems, press and/or other professed disciples of 'the new messiah' to use more compromise and compassiOn.
While many of these ·we know what's best for you· leftists are m a
blind and bullied lock step for their '1dcolog} ·of nct1mizauon and
a vicious pay-hack agenda. (devoid of true comprom1sc or compassion themselves). they fully expect me to bend and comply to their
coercive!} biased agenda. This is trul} a con job of the most hypocritical level and arrogant magn1tude. From bemg a clergy, profess ional fund-raiser, and advocate for an urgent. (not get-more-goodies) community need-! point to the clear fact that conservatives
give most to charit} across the countf).
Therefore I sa} not a dime or an inch more to aid the greed driven. revenge consumed, em·) under!) mg Democratic plan.
Compromise v.orks sometimes. but not when it is demanded (from
people who have some non-negot1ables) by a group which seemmgly free-float with a clearly situational ethic of expediency and selfsun·ival. I celebrate giving by choice: I fight against a forced taking
that comes from taxation.
Since many Dems seem to assume that they alone have the
'divme moral right ' to evangelize and humanize the "evil and excessive" Republican 'have\' by the use of rammed through legislation
and t}rannical tongue-lashing, I'm msulted and angered by the
shameless stealing of what is not theirs to take! Compassion and philanthropy arc acts of the heart and not a heavy and ever open hand-they are inspired by the higher spirit, human and Divine and not by
the strong arming wants of special interests, nagging of the so-called
have-nots. or shameful spirit of self-serving greed and envy. Greed
is not a weakness of just the Republicans. it's a human and
Democratic trait as well--just take a look at the embarrassingly lazeled union labor bank system: the massive!} corrupt and o ut-of-balance retirement/pension plans for a special few who've sold their
souls to bullying unions; the rewarding and bailing o ut of jealous,
resentful. unthankful and unwise people by stealing the wealth of
'the rich'; and by unashamedly giving their friends, supporters, and
contributors a special, totally blatant and hypocritical free-pass benefit for their irresponsibl~ bad behavior. When will the Dems start to
be adults and stop expecting the Reps to clean up. I grew up in
Michigan and now live in California--and wow. with hundreds of
thousands of 'have-not' dependents and massive union retirement
debts. what does the wise person see as a similarity?'? Duh!
Don't you Dems dare question our/my conservative ability to
compromise or have compassion,
continued on paf.e 39
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My Trickle Up Theory of Economics
By Joe Lyom
I recent!) declared that I was refusing to part icipate m the recession. After all, so much of 11 appears to be based o n att 1tude mstcad
of reality. People sui I need to eat and have a home and b~) thmgs. To
say that we have stopped growing because we a rc gro\\ mg slower is
destructive thinking. So I have developed a plan that counte rs all of
the b1g bailout programs I am hearing about.
.
.
It\ simple. Eve f) citizen. 18 and over. get:s a ~nc tune hall out of
one million dollars. Right away you see that II wIll be cheaper than
Washington\ $700 billion dollar deal. And who gets the $700 billion
dollar deal. after all? Big Business! Give the people the mo ney. They
can eliminate the foreclosure cris1s right awa). The credit crunch
goes awa\. Credit cards and student loans and car payments go av.ay.
- Some-will mvest the\\ indfall. That helps the banks and the stock
market. Some will squander it. That helps Las Vegas and Atlantic
Cit) and Disneyland and the yacht dealers dO\\ n m Newport Beach.
Note that the mone} only goes to adults. While I keep hearing
that chtldren arc living in poverty. the parents will have no excuse to
not feed and care for their families. That may lowe r ta xes for the
needy and the school food programs. And even if you JUst gave blfth
to e1ght kids. you will be able to take responsibil ity for cverythmg
from Pampers to college.
The purchase of new cars will save Detroit. not to mentiOn all of
the Southern California car dealers
continued on par?,e 39

Letters to Editor
Feb. 13, 2009
Dear S •rf.- ladanr

1 happened to re..ld the Jan uar; 1ssuc of the If· Busmess Journal
rod a) and -.aw Tony S.tg:um 's ' ' D1re Warnings \ bout China.. rhe
artic le 1s a hi! too pessimistic 111 my opin10n. While the cUJTent eulnomJc e n sis is global <~nd se\ ere. man) in the business\\ orld he lie\ e
Chma can \\Cather the cm1s better th.tnthe rest of the \\Orld
In case :-vtr. S.tgamt d!lCsn't know the Chmcse gO\ernment nas
alrcad) ~ppnned over $600 hll hon in stimL.Iu packare, last ye.tr for
an econom~ tha!\ on Y one qua11er the s11e of the l S. Pr.:s1dent
Obama's economiC st1mulus plan 1s on'y )799 bilhon
D1snc) has announced last month that It p.ans to butld new c;, \ o
billion theme n, rk II' Shangh.u, bt'Sides the CXIS!mg one m Hong
Kong. l nt\er;.l 'ltt..dJCI<> IS .1lso sceKmg tc butld S I 'i b1lhon theme
park in Be1j ng. Bt[ mvcstment proJects like these re ma tor votes of
confide nce.
f·ed[ x has JUSt launched a 5: 'i0:\1 As1 Pacific cargo hu'> m
Guangzhou. Chma, .!Iter tr Jl'.;lcrrmg out of the Philtppmes. \\ hll~
Starhuc "-s has been shuttinf, down unprol 1tahlc stores 111 the l S., 1!
continues to open new mws 111 Chm..:t. I i"-cv.1se for :\ld )onallh and
KFC
:'1-lonthl) .Juto ~.tie m Ch1'1, 'urpwssccl tho<oe 111 the L S. lor the
lirst time last 1ronth l S and J, pure~c aJtomakers preoic.t Cl,m.t
will become the l<~rge-;l c.:r mJrkct
( olll,nutd on rwr:c f9

NATIONAL AssociATION OF

THE HISTORIC

W oMEN BusiNEss OwNERS

GALLEANO WINERY

Inland Empire
We can custom
design a label just
for you usmg:
Photos. Logos,
Colors, Imitations,
Themes.

Join Us At Our Monthly Meeting Breakfast:
March 19, 2009- 8:30am- 10:30am
Speaker Kelly Holmes. Founder. Team Referral Network
Topic Relat1onsh1p Marketmg ... Effective Networkmg
At My Place 111 Corona. 92879

6th Annual Amazing Women of the Inland Empire Awards
Dinner Wed., April 29 - 6:00 PM at the
DoubleTree Hotel in Ontario
Weddings • ,\nni\ ersanes
This event Will honor except1onat women bus1ness owners and commumty leaders.
Each year there are at least four main honorees representing women 1n such cate·
gories as Ufet1me Achievement. P1oneenng Women. Rismg Star and Women
Business Owner of the Year as well as the honorees from affiliate orgamzat1ons
Featunng Maria Contreras·Sweet. Founder of Promerica Bank and Martha Green,
Owner of Oough'Lectibles Bakery and the Eat1ng Room

Birthdays • Spccml bents
Graduations • Holida) • Gilis
Wine Tasting A\ailablc Daily

Congratulations to our 2009 Awardees:
• Legacy Janet Ste1ner. Thoro Packag1ng
• Kusum Kav1a, Combustion Assoc1ates, Inc.
• Bus1ness Woman of the Year Beverly Leach. Brooms and Brushes tnternat1onal
·Commumty Bndge BUilder Cindy Roth, Greater Riverside Chambers of Commerce

4231 \\inc\ ille Road
Lorna, CA 91752
(951) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180
w 11'11'. Ku II e u 11 ow i 11 e ry. com
~lira

• R1smg Star Kathy Mac1as. Fernando s Auto Care

Register online today: www.nawbo-ie.org
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Stater Bros ...
contuwed from pg I
The Stater Bros C hant1es
Awards Banquet was hl·ld at
the Vic toria Club m Rl\ ers1de
The followmg mdtvtdu 1~
are the 2009 lle~ocs of the
lleJrtl .. nd Aw.trd Rectp.ents:
f·ormer
San
Bernardtno
Count) Shenll-Coroner ( ; ary
Penrod , Redl.tiHh' realtor
l.oi~ K. Laue r , foJnder ol
C.tltmesa's G rden of \n •cis
De hi I· aris
nd exccutJvc
dtrector of Apple Vall~\ s
H. ppy
Trads
C hddre'l
roJnd ~Jon
J oel D o rtc h
St. ter
Bros
ChJrtllC!>
1s
do!latlnf

'il'l.OOO

m

~oc•ally and emotwnal ly m an
..ltmosphc re of high cxpc<.tatiOns and acce p tance. The ele
mentary school i., located m
Red l,mds.
Dehi Faris - A donation
"ill h(• presented to Garden
of \ngcls - S mce 1996 the
C.Jardcn of Angel~ has buned
the bodies of 76 abandoned
Jnd unclaimed c:htldrcn from
Southern C'aiJfor'lJa at Desert
I av.n 'vlemonJI P rk .n
C'.tlimcsa. GJrd~n ol Angcb 1s
committed to the prcvcntton
of newborn abandonmc'lt Jnd
has recent!) I unched an edu~.:~llon~l c.tmr.ur n
wh1ch
mcludes
pt.biJ ..

These awards
.
are In
conjunction
with the 2nd
Annual Stater
Bros. Charities
Dave Stockton
Heroes
Challenge

honor of c ..c~
or the~e ind1
Vlduals l!' the
lollo\'Jl1[
char111e~
o
t!Je r cho ce
G a r )
Penrod - \
donation '~ill
b e pre~entcd
to
C.O.P.S.
Southern
CaliforniaL
Chapter Concerns of Police
Sun i\!Jrs .
Inc
p ro ' 1dcs
resource s to a s sist in the
rchuildmg of the II\ cs o f -,urvi v ing families ,md affec ted
co \\ orkcrs o f Ia '' e nfo rcement offi1..crs killed in the lmc
of duty as determi ned b)
Federal criteria. Furthermo re.
C.O .P.S. prO\ id es traming to
law enforcement agcnLics on
sun ivor 'icttmlzation issues
.md educates the public of the
need to support the l;m
enforcement professiOn and lis
SUrVIVOrs.
Lois K. Lauer - A donation \l ill be presented to
Victoria Elementar) School
Victoria Elementar) School
contmucs Its tradl!ion as .111
outstandmg e-.-.tmple o f ho v.
studenh represenung I~ dlf
lerent cultures a nd lang uage~
o~rL able to wccessfLJII) work
together to gro\\ c~c ,tdemtc.tll).

.~nrounccmcrJts

und prmt ds, pl us
,' I 'i-mmure educ.t
t10na l
"1dco
desig ned tn reJ.::h
out to ) oune: pco
pic m communll)
schools. as the}
d•~cuss h.: Ith. hie
is<.ues and teen
prer,n nc) m thctr
cla-;sroom
D eb1
F..!rh fou nded th1~
nrg.:~n zallon.
Joel Dortl·h ,\donation '~ill he
presented to Happ) Trails
Childrt•n 's Foundation - The
Ilappy
Tr.uls
Children s
Fou ndation takes a leadership
ro le in partnership \\ ith the
communi!) to pre' cnt child
abuse h) operating the Cooper
Home which helps 44 ho) s
bct\\ecn the ages of 10 and 15
h:n e a safe environment to
live in .
Located in Apple
\alley, Cooper Home houses
children who ha\ c been
severe!) abused and removed
from their parents' care by the
Child Protective Sen ices.
Smcc the Cooper Home
opened in 1997. more than 150
cluldren ha\l! receJ\ed shelter.
care and treatment sen tees.
Joel Dortch senes .1s the execUti\ e d1rector of Happy Tra1l~
Chtldren' F-oundation
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Board of Equal ...
cominucd from pf!.. 1
• A, DREWLEE
UERLING
39986 MALACCA WAY
MURRIETA. CA 92562
$535,704.23

• TEMEO.JlA VAUEYRV,
LLC
DBA JAN WEILERT RV.
PO BOX 2218
TEMECULA. CA 92593
$518,642.95
• JAN ERIC WEILERT
PO BOX 2218
TEMECULA, CA 92593
$484.148.80
• MONTCLAIR AUTO
SALES. INC.
10325 CENTRAL AVE.

Murch 2009
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MONTCLAIR. CA 91763
$4!-: l.l'i4S.6X
• ALEXANDER CHARLES
DLNL\P
DB.-\ DU:-.1LAP ALTO
LEASING & SALES
843 SAWTOOTH DR.
UPLAND.
CA 91786
$461.5 27.99
• JPS CORPORATION
DBA THE MAZDA
SUPERSTORE
79-225 HWY. III
LA QUINTA. CA 92253
$457.911.24
• LOUIE RUSSELL VEGA
DBA CAL MOTORS
3088 OCELOT CIR
CORONA. CA 92882
$442,365.74

• CARLOS OBRIENS INC.
DBA CARLOS OBRIL'IJS
3667 RIVERSIDI; PLAZA
RIVERSIDE. C \ 92506
$ 424.947.05
• DBA Lisa\ Beaut) Supply
28939 Lexington Rd.,
Temecula. CA 92
The five-member California
State Board of Equali~:ation is a
publicly elected ta.x board. The
BOE collects more than $53 billion annually in taxes and fees
supporting state and local government services. It hears business tax appeals. acts as the
appellate body for franchise and
personal income tax appeals,
and serves a significant role in
the a.~sessmcnt <md administration of property taxes.

For You/NAFE ...

Dutton ...

continued from pg. 2

cmztinucd}rom f1J:. 8

It was a da:r to rcmcmhcr
and cvcr)onc said hov. thrilled
they were to he there and also
thrilled that they had made a
commitment to he a I·or
You/NAFE mcrnher which they
all felt has changed their lives
and brought them incredihlc
friendships.

The n ext el'ent, the 5th
Annual Spring Fling, takes
place April 18th at the Ports 0'
Call in San Pedro and will feature vendor booths, silent auction, door prizes entertainment, lunch , a hat contest, and
lots of networking. For more
information contact Robbie
Motter chair at 888-244-4420.
This event sells out early each
year so RSVP now.

Advertise in the:
• Website • Journal • Book of Lists

Inland Empire Business loumal is
a publication newspaper that is read by
over I 00,000 business owners, key
executives, and professionals who shape
the Inland Empire, Orange County;
San Diego County; and Los Angeles
County business.
Inland Empire Business Journal
(909) 483.4700 I F: (909) 483.4705

www.BUSIO~R~L.c~~

economic questions for me to
hclte\c this."
Lnder SB 2Y5. de\clopment of regulations \\ould he
delayed unttl CAR B has reevaluated
the
cconomtc
impact of implerncntmg thl.'
Global Warm1ng Solutions
Act. takmg mto consideration
many of the concerns that peer
revzcwers and the Legzslattve

unez).
Thi~ common ~en~e proposal is supported h) the
California Bl,td. Chamber of
Commerce,
Calz fon11a
Hi~panic
Chamher
of
Commerce. California Asian
American
Cham her
of
Commerce and a multitude of
other small husmcss organi;ations.
Economic expert~ trom
throughout the countr) h.tve
blasted the scopmg pl,m
apprO\Cd
h)
C \RB
tn
Decem her Here·, a fC\\ of
thezr comments.
Rohert Sta\ ins of Harvard
Univcrslt:,. noted that the,
"economic anal) ts zs tcmhl)
deficient Ill critical \\ ll) s and
should not he used h) the st,lte
government 01 the public for
the purpose or asst•ssing the
like!) costs ofCARB's plans."
Stavins also noted, "it is
impossihle to LIS\': the an,tlysis
to dctcrmme \vhcthcr CARB's
Scoping Plan represents a
cost-effccti\e means of reducing California·, Ulfltrthuuon
to greenhouse gas conccntra
tions.
Greg Freeman. an economist with the Los Angeles
Economic
Dt'\ e lopmcnt
Commission said, ''We're talk
ing about a translormatzon of
the way of life. There's gomg
to be transitional costs. We
can't have the de hate ahout
whether the cost is '' orth pa)ing unless v.c have a re,tlistic
idea of what the cost will he."
Matthew Kahn of UCLA
noted. " While I support the
Governor 's broad AB32 goals.
I am troubled by the economic
modeling analysis that I have
been asked to read. A B32 is
presented as a ri~J.\Iess 'free
lunch' for Californians ... this
would he a large free lunch 1 I
would like to helieve this
claim
but after
reading
through
the
Economic
Analysis and the five appendices there arc too man)
uncertainties and open micro-

Anal) st 's Offzce had.
We nct•d to make sure thts
plan 1~ done right so that It
docsn 't add unneeded and
unnccessar:r costs t(l small
husmcsscs m Calzforn1J. This
hill \\ill tiC implementatiOn of
AB 12 until California's
unemployment
rate
tails
helo\\ 5.8 percent for three
consecutive months.

Takmg thz<; common sense
approach wtll give busmessc'>
tn Californza a chance to
recover from this current economic dO\\ nturn before having
to incur additional costs.

Toda~. nullu>r" of cluldren 111 dewlopmg eountnt:'s are sufft•nng "1th cldt hp and
palatl'. Condemn••d to 1i lift•t•me of malnutrition, ,ham(' and i-olatwn.
!'he gOO<! nl'\\s 1s that \ irtuall) ull of lhe-1' ehJidn·n ean be ht•lped Tlus is th('
mbswn of The '-nule Trnin. \\e emp<mer loeal -urgeon- to prmide tlu~ hfe changmg
frN· ••I, fl 'urgt'T\ "hid1 takes lb littlt• U• 15 minute- and co~b us little a.~ 250. It
1!1\t'' tJ,·,pernlt• duldn>n nol JUSI a n•'ll smile--but a 11('\\ lifl'.

100% of your donation goes toward programs- 0%: goes toward overhead.

·----------------------------------------------------------------------·

:!
~

YES, I want to giw a ehild a second chance at lift•.

: , !2f,O Pru,lrlt": dt·ft Rllfl;f f1 for onr c luld.
: :'1 12; CuH·rs half thr t·o t uf mw P.Urt;"t'r).

'

.
I

, $ 50

Pro\itlt·~ rnetliratluu.s for one MU~rn

'1

"••'ll p-att·fulh ar.erpt an' amount

\dcirr~

; \aroc

u'
: Tt> t>phon
: I

: Charge q¢1 lo""'

! \. ou
!' "H nat

I c rd J \,

'1M stert.ard

:1 4.MF X
F.xp. f) t

~

Wllh

:

Make check out to
uThe Smile Train."

!
'o

l1p

'talr

r\t I

t \o

l

dun.IDon

The Smile Train
P.O. Boxl979
Rancho Cucamonga, CA, 91729-1979

., Dnl<'tl\rr

'

ThPSn1il(;frain
1-877-KID-SMILE
\\'Ww.smiletrain.org
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Allen Matkins ...

real estate b) commissioning the
construction o! a m!\\ survey of
cominucJ from !'f.!.. 6
commercial real estate market conditions and underuriting its future implementation. With Allen
Matkins financial and logistical support. the UCLA Anderson
Forecast has begun to create a set of surve) s and mdexes of market
conditions to accomplish these two goals.
Current and future market conditions in commcrctal real estate
can best he summarited by the price (or real rental rate) and the
excess demand (or vacancy rate) in the market. These two measures
\\ill change \\ ith the factors affecting demand and supply and \\ill
themselves influence future additions or subtractions to the stock of
space offered and the plans of users of that space. The three pnncipal commercial markets we look at are; office. retail and industrial.
While the suppl) side costs of adding to the stock: land. labor. build-

OFFICE SPACE VACANCY RATES

30%r-------------~(~1~98~2~-2~0~0~7~)------------~

Q%L---_______________________________ J
1982Q11985Q11988QII991Qil994Q11997Ql2000QI2003QI2006QI
LosAngeles -orangeCounty

-sanD1ego

-1nlandEmp1re

ing materials, and finance. are the same for all three. the demand side
is quite different and we look at them as separate markets.
Commercial real estate tends to be a very localited product. For
example a shopping center in Lakewood is not much of a substitute
for one in Santa Clarita. The geographical focus here will be slightly less local, on the county level. as there is some, albeit sometimes
limited, substitutability within these markets and a market aggregation at this level allows matching of information from the survey with
other currently available economic data for our forecasting models.
The survey will cover the major geographical markets in California
and ultimately roll up into a state wide measure of commercial real
estate conditions.

Real Estate Market Conditions
In forecasting commercial real estate market conditions we are
interested in the changes in demand and supply and how they affect
market equilibrium. Market conditions are best described by the
price or real rental rate, and excess supply or vacancy rate. As the
office space market in Los Angeles is the roll out survey in the set of
commercial real estate surveys that comprise the Allen Matkins
UCLA Anderson Forecast California Commercial Real Estate Survey
Research Project, we focus on this market as an example. Office
space is generally defined as including banks and finance institutions,
general offices, non-specialty government offices, scientific and
technical offices not associated with manufacturing or laboratories.
The gross stock of office space (ignoring depreciation) changes primarily through additions to the stock of new construction. While
some deletions from the stock occur, it tends to be a small proportion
of the total stock and those buildings being removed from the stock
have usually long since been downcontinued on paxe 27

Investing in...

networked. If you \'ISH U\ at
ww \\.drucker.cgu.edu, you 'II see
contmucJ from p~ 21
that \VC offer a variety of graduate
degree programs. from the MBA to the EMBA. along with some very
spectalited degrees m fin;mcial engineering. arts management, and
politics. economics and business. This fall, we will ha\ e new concurrent graduate degrees lor the first time. combining Ia\\ and m.tnagement (JD/MBA}, and public health and management (MPH/MBA).
We also have a \ariety of cxecu11ve certificate programs, in areas from
general management and strateg) to leadership and nonprofit management.
Why Drucker. with so many great chotces here in the region?
We're not for everyone. hut if )OU give us a closer look or tf )OU , is it
our campus and attend a class or mforn1ational sesston, \\ hich 1
encourage you to do. I think you' II qUtckl) undersumd and experience
what we call The Drucker Difference. We train our graduates to he
effective managers and ethtcal leaders and responsible and engaged
citizens. We offer hard analytical trJining in disciplines like accountmg. finance and marketing. But we also offer courses in leadership
and ethics, m corporate social responsibility. and tn institutionJI and
personal revitalitation. We focus on both profits and principles, on
both grov.. th and creativity. on both success and stgnilicance. We want
our graduates to do well and we also want them to do good.
Princeton Revie\\ recently ranked our faculty #5 m the natton
Netlmpact. the largest MBA student association. ranked us #X. 'ot
bad for a school which may be the smallest of all the maJOr business
schools in the country. We value our small class site and the degree
to which faculty and students learn from each other. While we arc
small, we have a student body that is more international than almost
any other, and our alumni reach is very deftnittvely global Drucker
represents a values-driven approach to management educatton. We
consider ourselves more than just another "B" school. Our emphasis
on Management and Leadership makes us an "M" school and an "L"
school. And we are training our superb graduates for careers not only
in business, but also in higher educatton, healthcare. nonprolits and
the public sector as well.
This year. we are cclebratmg Peter's IOOth birthday with Drucker
Centennial. Our Drucker Centennial board is chaired by AG Laflcy,
the CEO of Procter and Gamble; Masatoshi Ito, the Sam Walton of
Japan; Jim Collins, the author of"Good to Great"; Teach for America
founder Wendy Kopp; and Rick Warren. among others. Forn1er eBay
CEO Meg Whitman was our guest speaker last week. on "the character of the company," and Rajiv Dutta. former prestdcnt of Skype and
PayPal is an executive in residence this semester. We will be hosting
significant events at Drucker all next year--events that are stgnificant
for the region. the nation and the world.
I encourage you to explore your interest and to see whether
Drucker might not be the right ~r.T""""...,...,.,.......,...,__,~,..._--_,
place at the right time for you a~
well. Whatever you decide.
remember that this is a great time
to invest in your future, and to
become better positioned and prepared for the recovery when it
TOM BERGMAN
arrives.
90~518-6678

Ira A. Jackson
Dean
Drucker and
Peter F.
Masatoshi Ito Graduate School of
Management
Claremont
Graduate
University
»ww.drucker.cgu.edu

FAMILY RUN BUSINESS

WWW ISEJIGMANWINDOWWASHING.COM

Business professton ,Is mter
estcd tn leammg more about the
complc\ttl<:~ of mtern,ttronal
business arc encourag.:d to
enroll in a'l lntcrnJIIOtl.ll
Busmes~ Ccrtrfteate progr.tm
,ponsored h) the C'cntu lor
lnternationa
I rade
De\ clopmcnt.
The centa, m p.trlnershtp
with Riverstde C'ommuntty
College Di~tnct provide~ mdi\ idual assistance. husine\s edu
cation programs ,md mtem.:~
tional matchrnakmg sen tccs for
Californta husmesscs and organ
11ations that arc interested m
pursuing mtcrndllonal husmess
opportunities.
Center Dtrector Robert
Corona said more small- and
medium-sized companies arc
looking to expand their tr.Jde
overseas since the domestic
market is struggling
"Business owners, who may
have ignored inquines from
abroad before, are no\\ pa) mg
attention," he satd. fhc center
offers two certificate progr.1ms
taught b) experts in the field.
For example, the International
Logistics and Supply C'harn
class is taught h) Robert
Krieger. president of :\'orman
Krieger Inc , an international
freight for\\ arder \\ llh offices
worldwide. Krieger will offer
practical infonnation and assistance regardmg the logistics of
moving products m and out of
the country.
Workshops will he conduct
ed from X a.m. to noon over
seven Thursdays beginning
March 5 at the Inland Empire
Small Business Development
Center. 120 I Research Park
Drive, Suite 100. Riverside .
Cost is $129 tor the certificate program and $29 for mdividual workshops.
The schedule is as follo\\s:
March
5: International
Logistics and Supply Chain
March 12: Import and
Export Compliance
March 19: NAFfA and
Foreign-Trade Zones
March 26: International
Trade Finance
April
2:
International
Agreements/Contracts
April 9: Cross Cultural
Communication Skills
April
16: Develop an
International Marketing Plan

International trade certificate offered

Don't Miss the

2009 BOOK OF LISTS
E with a 2 year $48 subscription

Subscribe TODAY and get:
9 Book of
packed w1th nformatron
d Emp1re's
g compantes .. the ult1mate
and Emp
ess reference guide ...

Inland Empire Busi
24 issues of loc

•

F: (909) 483-4 705
Do it Online at www.busjournal.com

Other sponsors include: the
City of Riverside; U.S. Small
Business Administration. Santa
Ana District Office, and the U.S.
Export
Assistance
Center

Export
Trade
Assistance
Partnership program.
For information and registration. call the Center for
International
Trade
Development at 951-571-6443

or email citd@rcc.edu For more
information about CITD and its
Economic
and
Workforce
Development partners at RCCD
go
to
www.rccheipsbusiness.com.

March 2009
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Investing in Education for Future Opportunities

1\IBA/ExccutiYc Programs in the Inland Empire

I.

Man:h 2009

I uib<Nl ,\ f "''''

Calif.... a.pdol U.mnlty )<s/55
8432 Mognotia Ave
Y<s/18
Rtvenidc. CA 9".504

110
10

Cal Pol,, Pomona
v~"280
3801 \\est lbnple A>e
)c IS
Pomona. CA 917b~
(Pro. MB ~ Program '

I I5
118
65

Pubh<

~'XXI

I~JX

S~25

CIIL S.... u....~ S.. .....

Yes/337

18 I

Y~

21

PubliC
1966

SSOO Un1vcnaty Pat1cway
San Bcnuordino CA 92407

SS~5

UnaversU\

na

t'\«.'CUti\t.•l"n~

CaL Stale Unh., San Man:oo Yes/52

I 26
~A

Phoru: tll'\
1-r\WJ \ddn...., '\\t-f:lsih:

~7.0!XI

$4,800 (Per Qtr )/$ll,500 {Per Qtr.)

A ndrc~ Ht·rrih
l'bn
'141 4574(3414531
wwv. C'albapustedu
llr. Sh~'fn Curl
D1rectnr

~1.014

2 'tears

('XI'!) So~ 2:16:1/S6'14~59
.,., v."""' csupomon;Lcdu

~1anagc:nal/Sup:rvlSOf)

Public
toK9

htk

9<t
Per Qtr/S2.100 Per Qtt
Per Umt. l2Ci Perl ml

NIA
NIA

(for enlt"' two veM program)

$9,600 Per Year
5+ yn SUJ'<"l'VISOI)' for
EJ<cc

l.arr, R. Sbarp
CEO
{Q()9) <H 5188 537 7582
mba@csusb edu

517,432 J>erTe~:IO.l2~ PerTcnn
l+Bool.,, Parl.mg, Catered Lunches)

Yes
I

N' \
:--i/A

Keith Buller
01rtttnr of u•llege Operauom
{760) 7'(14()(1{)n50·4263

$28-~00/$28,000

~lA

N/A

By Ira Jackson

Ttll1 Localt '\t'CtlliH

\18~ Pruwam
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333 S Twm Oab Valle) Rd.

San Man<». Ca 9:!096
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1950

5

No
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The Chinese ideogram for
crisis combines crisis and opportunity. At a time of regional,
national and global economic
cnsis, there ts ob\ tous danger all
around us. Home prices continue
to fall as forcdosurl'S contmue to
mount. Office vacancy rates arc
at historic highs, and construe

tion activit)' at ht'stor1·,. lows.
~
1
ncmp oyment is surging, retail
d
s1orcs <Ul car dealerships arc
1 ·
d
c osmg, an the state and local
governments arc cutting back on
·
·
services whtch arc nel•ded nov.
h
more t an ever. What ma) not
be a
s apparent as the danger
s1gns. are the seeds of opportunt-

ty even m this time of crisis. The
Inland Empire was only a year
ago the fastest grov. ing region in
California and one of the hottest
markets in the nation . Once we
v.eather the severe downturn in
housing values. our comn.•ttltvc
,,_
advantage of rclativcl) cheap
1 d
d
1
I'P~~~~----.--;::-.,--::---:c-::-;:-:-:------:-c-~;-:---~~'7:;;-~·:...:.:~:tn=-~a:n:.:,_:r_:e.::a::t.:_l\:.:e::_
' l:_y~a~n~·o::,r:::
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Yes/65

I 16

Uruverstty

No/23

95
3

19:!2

Rivenide. CA 92515-8247

$5,025 Per 'lear
NA

$620/Unt
$520/Urut

$75,000
N/A

Randall "'ise
Pn:sulcnt
(951) 785·2064

(9~1 7~5 ~700

mfo@la->~cm..edu

6.

'The h1er F. Druekor &
M8aloolal Ito Gr.dute

1.11

Private

14

19~5

Sdloolol~l

:!0

1021 N. Oanmouth

SX7.900 Per Year/Same
S80.71\.1 Per Year/Same

SKA00-$13,000

0
Exec_ ~ years
MBA 4 year.

$80.000
5120.000

Ira A. Jack...,n

!Jean
(90'11621 8000!94R 3197
lf3.Jack ...on(@cgu.edu
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Want a \vorld-class MBA or EMBA
degree with faculty \vho care and
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0

classes where your voice will be heard?
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News From Drucker
By Ira A. Jackson, Dean
Peter F. Drucker and Masatoshi Ito
Graduate School of Management
Claremont Graduate University
The Drucker School team
won the national Netlmpact case
competition at the LEEDS
School of Business in Boulder,
Colorado. Competing agamst
some 85 other business schools,
Drucker beat out the University
of North Carolina and the team
from MIT for first place honors.
the national title, and the $6,000
prize. This Netlmpact award is
billed as "the premier case format competition built around
businesses facing sustainabiliry

challenges while succeeding
financially." Way to go, Emi
(Makino), Tyler (Burrell), Jay
(Hinton) and Sarah (Shwald)!
You make all of us proud. This
is a truly magnificent achievement.
This recognition comes at
the end of a tough week when we
learned that Dipinder Sidhu, a
first year MBA/FE student, lost
his life in the tragic plane crash
just outside of Buffalo. New
York. Dipinder wa~ an excep-

tiona! student and a wonderful
and generous person, who had
already left his mark on Drucker
and CGU by participating actively in the life of the community.
and in volunteering to teach his
classmates programming skills
where he was quite proficient.
His legacy will stay alive here at
Drucker in the work of others
who care about not only doing
well for themselves but in doing
good for society.
A special evening v.as

enjoyed last month with Rajiv
Dutta (Drucker '82), our Drucker
Centennial
Executive
in
Residence, and Meg Whitman,
former CEO of eBay. in an
exploration of "The Character of
the Company." In addition. man)
participated in the conference on
social entrepreneurship co-sponsored with the Kravis Leadership
Institute tn LA
entitled.
"Leading
Social
Change:
Entrepreneurial
Solutions.
continued on pagt! 27

Discover the Drucker School
JOIN US AT AN UPCOMINC; INFORMATION SESSION
Please RSVP by the d.HC\ below to Damdle Cotiin at
(<JO<J) 607-5117 or darudlc.cotiin(a •gu.du.

Saturday March 14, 9-11am
Sustainability and Social Marketi.ng
A suswnable busmcoss fact·, tlw l lullengc of meenng customa needs
"h1le .tlso tnoaung the en\'lronmem \\ell. Jom u' fi>r a wlk on tht·
relc\":tnCt' of a I )rucker educ.won to quc<uom of ~ust.tmabtht) Ill
tOda} "s lllJrketpbt e
LOCATJON:Thc Drucker St·hool RSVP by March 8

Saturday April 11, 9-11am
Globalization 3.0 and International Festival
!'resented b) ( ornel.ts A. "Kces ·de KluY\"cr, Masatmht Ito Professor of
M.uugL"Jllent

Globalizatton " entermg a nt'\\ phase, \\ tth emcrb•mg market
compamc< now rompcttng v•gnmu<l) aganm tho<e of developed
counuc . De Kluwer "tll argue th.u the Jg<' of' globa!tcy 'IS creaung
huge opportumtteo; - as \\ell as thre..ts
for de\doped world
multmauonals and nc\\ champ1nm alike
lnternauonal Fesuval Jom us after the mformauon sesswn for some
great food and entert;unmem from around the \\orld'
LOCATION:The Drucker School RSVP by April 5

houst'ng ...
1·11 soon ret u rn • and
~
h
I b I
d
w en g o a tra c starts to
1 t'
1
h
resume, our oca 1ona strengt s
II
· b
WI
agam ecomc apparent.
I! ·
h
· k
avmg grov.n 1 e qutc e~t. we
b '-1 d
f
were pro <111 Y c tmed to all
the furthest and the tastes!. But I
believe, tf we ·re smart, we 'II
,tl so be the first to rccov cr. and
v.hen v.e do, we v. ill be well
positioned to take ofl once again.
One way we can better positiOn our region and our compantcs and our own careers to take
advantage of these opportunities
ts to invest nov. in professional
management education. The
future belongs to knov.ledgc
economies and knowledge
v.orkers, as Peter Drucker. the
father of modem management
and the namesake of my school.
v.a\ the first to observe. If we
want to survive and revive the
region. we need a better educated workforce. more innovative
companies and we need the most
talented and ctfectivc management talent we can find. This is
an area where historically the
Inland Empire has come up short
and where we nov. have a golden opportunity to excel. if we
use this time to invest.
Luckily, as this spread suggests, your choices are not limited. While you are looking, I
encourage you to discover the
institution that I have the privilege to lead, out here in
Claremont, which is reallv at the
figurative intersection ~f LA.
Orange, San Bernardino and
Riverside Counties and very
much a part of the Inland
Empire. The Drucker School is
part of the world-renowned
Claremont Colleges. the Oxford
of America. Situated in a beautiful city of "trees <Uld PhDs" in
the foothills of the San Gabriel
mountains, Drucker offers easy
access and a welcoming. personalized approach to professional
school education, while linking
students to a world-wide network and the global economy.
It's really the best of both
worlds: local and global. small
and sophisticated. intimate and
continued on pa!w 18
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Palm
Sprints
Aerial TramwayJerry Ogburn, newly
elected chairperson,
presents
Jan
Oliphant, past chairperson with a gift of
appreciation for her
service to the Mount
San Jacinto Winter
Park Authority.

Opportunities in
Management Education
By David W Stewart, Dean
The A. Gary Anderson Graduate School
of Management

Redlands ...
continued from pv,. 1
Paris Conservator) put out
Debussy and Ravel. The French
sound is much lighter, a more
lucid touch, not as heavy."
Noble has won numerous
awards and competitions including the 2005 Idyllwild Arts
Concerto Competition. Upon
graduation he wa~ awarded the
highest honor for a musician at
the academy: the Outstanding
Musician of 2005-2006. In
September 2007, he won 2nd
prize in the Chopin International
Competition of the Thousand
Islands.
Noble has participated in
such festivals as the Eastern
Music Festival in North
Carolina, the Morningside
Music Bridge in Shanghai.
China, the Aspen Music
Festival,
and
Bowdoin
International Music Festival in
Brunswick, Maine.
Noble has performed in
community centers and public
schools in the Inland Empire.
This is his first chamber music
series performance. "I'm really
excited for the opportunity to
perform for the Redlands
Chamber
Music
Society.
Redlands is not a huge community yet it's being exposed to
great artists and chamber music.
It's important for local artists to
get this exposure."

For more information about
the March I 5 concert, contact
Mark Braunstein, president of
the Redlands Chamber Music
Society at (909) 748-7528.

Inland Southern California's New
EXECUTIVE MBA for High Potential,
Fast Track Managers and Professionals
,lead• gG
1onal ,man

1-8 77-4-C BBANK

• Attend I
• Le m

top faculty, tndustry p

• Be a member f the
research untver51ty
• Expenenc

ndentrep

on alternate weekend
nd thought leaders.

w leamtng communtty at a world I

mque Global Strateg International Tnp

hform MBA degree accredited by AACSB
meals, and

Now ICCIPIIIIIIIJIIIIcatktns .. Dmited anra11ment

..............

.........
(151) 121 1111

The cconOm) ts poor, consumer confidence is low, and business
is slow. These arc dtfficult times that challenge even the most astute
manager and business owner. But. in every crisb there i~ opportunity. So it is with the current economtc climate. There has never been a
better time to focus on devclopmg management talent and the next
generation ofbusmess leader'>. Forv.ard looking firms rccogni1c that
the slo\>.mg of business activity provides ttmc and oppot1unity for
training and development of staff and for leadership and management development that ts often not cas) to find dunng booming ceonomic limes. Management and ~tafT
development now prepares the fim1
for greater success ""hen the economy does tum around, and It will.
Education and management development also provides a formal
structure through which managers
can think about the future. develop
plans for action. and identify innovative approaches to busmess.
There are many forms that management development and education can take. These include university-sponsored programs, degree
and non-degree programs, in-house
programs. and open enrollment.-------------.
courses offered by various profes-1
Dm·id W. Stewart, Dean
sional associations and commercial education providers. Each type of
program fills a unique need for both firms and individual managers.
We will explore these options in more detail in future columns.
The most comprehensive form of management development is
the MBA degree. The MBA not only creates management generalists,
but it is also a life changing experience for many managers. MBA
programs teach business skills, concepts and develops confidence,
leadership skills, and an ability to think strategically. For more experienced managers, who wish to continue their education while continuing to work, an especially appropriate educational vehicle is the
Executive MBA (EMBA}- an MBA program structured around
weekends, or other intensive periods in residence, and designed
specifically for managers and professionals moving from functional
specialists to general managers. An especially important characteristic of the EMBA is that all members of the class are experienced
managers and professionals who have been identified as high pote ntial. fast-track managers. This c haracteristic makes the classroom
experience especially exciting as managers share experiences and
best practices across industries .
The A. Gary Anderson Graduate School of Management is
pleased to offer an Executive MBA program that will seat its fi rst
class in the fall of 2009. This program will provide an opportunity for
students to continue to work full time while participating in a program designed for the high potential managers and business owners
from throughout Inland Southern California and beyond. For more
information on the program go to http:ijagsm.ucr.edu/emba/. If you
would like more information about the program and how it can help
your fi rm develop its management talent, or how it can help you as
an individual in career development, please call at 951-827 -lll l .

I
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Our people are always working to provide the best in health care and treatment for the community. And we 're pleased that
an independent source shows our results are among the best. Because, after all, modesty forb ids saying so ourselves.
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HealthGrades, the nation's leading independent health care ratings company, analyzes more than 5,000 hospitals across
the country. And these objective ratings have all kinds of great things to say about Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center.
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2009 HEALTHGRADES RECOGNITIONS:
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RANKED AMONG THE TOP 5% OF HOSPITALS IN THE NATION FOR OUTSTANDING PATIENT EXPERIENCE
Women's Health Specialty Excellence AwanfTM- Ranked among top 5% of hospitals nationwide in Women's Health
Maternity Care-Service Excellence AwanfTM- Ranked among top 10% of hospitals nationwide in Maternity Care
Women's Cardiac Services- Ranked among top 5% of hospitals nationwide in Women's Cardiac Services
Highest possible Star Ratings for treatment of Sepsis
Five-Star Rating - Heart Failure
Five-Star Rating - Sepsis
Five-Star Rating -Appendectomy
HEALTH GRADES'
Five Star Rating - Maternity Care
G 101 G AMERI( A roBE r fER ll " TliCARE
Five Star Rating - Women's Health
www.h e a lth grades . com
Five-Star Rating- Community Acquired Pneumonia
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Riverside County Volunteer Center
presents

A Thousand Resumes: How to Find the "Needle" in the Sales Haystack
By John lflHf.:.ell. aka D1: Revenue
The "on! on the street ts
"cuthacb," but getting s.tles ts
sttll the n.m1e of the game. One
small business recently needed a
ne\\ salesperson for a \ er) good
territor). The ov.ner placed .1ds
in all of the electronic \Chicles,
local papers and industf) publications. as v.cll ,1-.. industr) Web
sites.
The results \\ere 0\ erv.helming .
If resumes and
inquiries "ere dollar bills. the
compan) \\OUid ha' e found a
new stream of re' enue. Nov. the
owner and his associates faced a
huge challenge: they were
thrilled to have choices. but they
did not want to choose the
wrong person for this important
position.
This
overv. helming
response is typical in tough
times, but often, it has nothing
to do with the opportunity your
company is providing - it's just
that there are lots of people,
qualified and unqualified, seeking a job. Tougher times make
many good people available, but
the price for wrong choices is
very high. How do you find the
"needle" in the sales resume
haystack? Here are a few steps
to help managers be successful
when sorting, selecting and
interviewing potential candidates:
Sort

to

a

Manageable

Group.
First, select two or three
trusted associates to take the
resume stack, review every
resume and identify three categories:
I. The first and easiest is
called, "C" or "no way" group.
These people are clearly the
ones you aren't interested in hir-

ing.
2. The second is your "B"
group,
which
stands for
"maybe," but not very likely.
Hold on to this one for a second
review, only if none from the top

group pan out.
1. The thml and most
nnportant group ts L.llled, "\"
and these resumes represent the
Lclntlidates \\ ho ha\ c a 90 percent chance of being the right
one. Important note: 11us had to
he a group limited to I0 percent
or fewer of the hundreds of
resumes
) ou
received.
Hopefull). )OU ha\e less than 10
A's.
De' eloping
Decision
Criteria - StoQ Boarding:
The next step is to organize
a planning session focused on
determining the most important
criteria to select the next salesperson. and then use a technique
called "slOT} boarding." This
S) stem uses rx5" Post-JtHI
pads, one of which is given to
each participant.
Each participant puts dov.n
his or her thoughh about \\hat
criteria the) think is important,
one idea per sheet. and passes
them forward to the leader, \\ ho
then puts the Post-ItsT't on a
large white hoard. The leader
then reads the idea out loud and,
when necessary to get clarit),
discusses the statement with the
person who wrote it.
Creating Categories:
As your teams works
through the Post-Its IM on the
board, many of them will probably come up v. ith similar groups
of criteria. which 1s fine.
However, the follov. ing categories should always be represented in the storyboarding
process:
Previous sales experience Clearly the best candidates will
be successful salespeople with
at least five years of experience.
Clear record of accomplishment-The resumes you receive
may be all over the lot. but
everyone should agree that the
right candidate has to have· a
good, clean resume.
The

resume should state the per-,on 's
accompllslunents 111 ,1 'Cl') clc.1r,
LOnCI'>e mannc·r.
Profe~ lorl.ll development The best candidate<; should h.tvc
some expencnce '' tth formal
s.tles trammg One specific kmd
of trmnmg shouldn't be necc'
sar), hut forn1.1l trainmg should
be.\\ hen Jl1()\ ing fom ani to the
mten H!\\ process, he prepared
to dtscuss traming and the benefits derived from the traimng.
Personal expl!rience - I he
best candidates should ha\ c
some type of personal expencnce. such as certain hobbies,
mtlitary sen ICC. musical traming, or sports. For example, a
musician might be a better hstl!ner who understands the value
of practice, or someone v. ith
militar) sen icc may have a
stronger ability to foliO\\ rules
and stay focused on a task.
There ma) hi! other criteria
not listed here. For example, m
some more technical fields very
specific education and experience may be vital. Or in some
geographic areas. regional sales
knowledge or experience rna)
be essential. Sometimes it's
easier for Southerners to sell to
other Southerners. Depending
on your situation, you may have
one or more criteria that your
team feels arc essential elements
in the selection process. There is
no right or wrong. Your team
knows what is important.
The Interview Process:
Next, have your team discuss the in-person in ten ie\\,
and the specific questions and
techniques that will he used to
sort through the A's. Here arc
some categories to consider:
Customers - Ask the candidate what his customers would
say about him as a salesperson.
Can your candidates please provide you with three customers
from any previous jobs, phone
numbers and background infor-

m.llion so )OU can c.tll then' to
di~cus the cand date'>
Empln)er[s]
\1ake sure
) ou dsk the cand1d.ttes tl ) ou
can ~pe k with the current
cmplo) ers. If not "h) ? \\ hdt
about pre\ 1ous employers"?
Who arc the) .mel'' h.1t '' 1llthe)
s,t) about the candl<lates?
Sales situation n•,·ie'~ success - I hJS " a \ cr) important
part of the interview prnce~' ·
Ask the CdndidatC\ to describe,
in depth. their most successful
sales experience. Wh) \\ .1s ti11S
such a b1g success? Hov. do
the) fl!clthe) contributed to th1s
sales success!
Sales situation rcYien failure - Ask the candidates to ab,o
dcscnbe a s1tuation where the)
lost the order or failed to make
the sale. Wh) did the) m1ss thiS
sale? Wh.u "ent "rong?
Moth'ation - You \\ant to
get a sense of )OUr candidates'
moti\ ation. IIO\\ does he/she
work'' What are his/her \\Ork
habits"? Is he/she an early riser?
What ahout v.nting skills"? Docs
he/she make lists? Your team
may think note taking and hst
making arc very important indicators of discipline and organization.
Interpersonal interaction How do your candidates
behave?
Body
language?
Crossed arms are a sure sign of
defensiveness: crossed legs
seem to the team to be impolite
or slopp). What happens v.hen
one of the interviewers interrupts him/her? How docs the
candidate handle interruption?
Does he/she shift mto listening
mode'? What is the interviewer's
feeling toward interaction with
the candidate'? Do you like talking with him/her?
By using a team or group
interview process, your team
will have an eao;icr time reaching a consensus. Everyone is
looking at the candidate and lis-

continued on paf?e 39

the 19TH Annual
Gaelic Gala
Saturday. March 14. 2009
at the
V1ctona Club
2521 Ar~oyo Dnve
Rivers1de, CA 92506

$75.00 per person
For more 1nformat1on and to RSVP please call
Christina Krahenbuhl at (951 l 686 4402.
We are pleased to announce that the Honorable Mayor
Ronald Loveridge and Judge Vic Miceli, Master of
Ceremon1es and Auct1oneer, will JOin us along w1th live
entertainment, and other surpnses.
The Volunteer Center's Goal1s to raise $25,000 to assist
families with referral serv1ces, senior advocacy and outreach,
suicide, housing counseling, transportation assistance, and
volunteer opportunities.

TRIT()N
Communicat ion s. Inc .

Plca.-.c Allow rJ to tntrtKiuce ourse)\e& Tn1on Commum~ tHlN, Inc- 11 tu11
t.elecammumcattons comprul) Ongmally formed 10 198 · and
lnc:orporatrd on Augu.'1 12!.h 198" \\e began 15 a ~,;ontrx'lor provadmlt
u Ullatton servu.:e for N.olm or ('ahfomla In 1985 Tnton

srrYt!.""C

( ommurucat1on Inc became .m antcn.:onnect and beg.$.0 to ~ 1t: 0\11 n
.w.tonten

\\cart very proud to t:lY thai many of our ongmal ~:ustomcrs are 1111 wath
us tod:ly Plea!oe ~vacw the h 1 of ser~a~;e and qu;llafiC4laons below \\oe are
cruun you wtll find that Tnton ( ,"'1lll1'1unu..:allom Inc c.tn be of a: ast:mce 10 you and )'OUT Comp3DY \\"'hAve
11 very "" ·lltr:uncd lec:hntcul t.lfl and our mstallauon and sen ice tcchrucuuu h.:l .. c an B\-er:age of fiftttn 'r' :an
CJtpcrtence each lbc: followtng 1 s h~ of •:)Uf sctVk:eS
• S31cs and Servtce .Jf refurbt\hed '\ionc1 Tosh1ba & new l''fC t~lcphone ystcms and equ1pmcr.•
• ( omplet:e system c;;abhng or vou.:e data. and comrutcr net\lior\Jng.
• \'oacc Mall and Pagan v ttm.~ to\ 1deo confcrencmg .Uld Call Ao.:oonhnl! systems
o ProVJdmg Local Oaal fonc
I I I <'ltl& L>lstancc and 800 numbcn
o VoiP solutLon.'

· - ·---.--•e-!!'

Tnton Commumcallon~. Inc
661 Brea Canyon Road Sic 4
\\alnul, CA 917X9
Phone 909. ~94 5X95
bu 909 598 2s12
""""·tntc.mcomm.c1'm

Allen Matkins...

graded from Class A Office Space.
Consequently, their disappearance
continued from pg. 6
or change of use has little ncar term
impact on market conditions. Lookmg at the histoncal rental rate
data for markets in Calitorn1a \W see that these rates on average
dcclmed from 19X6 through 1996 and show a cyclical pattern of
mcrcases and declines. The long run equilibrium in the market is
ulumatel) detcrmmcd by hoth the secular trend in demand and the
cost of hnnging nc" stock to market, principally building costs, land
costs and interest rates. The trend we sec from 1986 through 2004
can he attnbuted to falling ownership costs associated with declining
real interest rates.
The second Important charactenst1c dcscnbmg market conchtions
is the vacancy rate. In a market m equilibrium there will he an
expected average vacanc) rate due to the time It takes tor one tenant
to lea\e \\hen he no longer retjutrc~ space, and the time reqmred to
complete built out and nc\\ tenant move in. VacanC) rates abo'c the
long run average mdicate excess supply in the market and converse!) for historicall} low vacanc) rates.
Like the real rental rates, the \ ac~mc) rate fluctuates around 1ts
mean, hut there is a lot of variation. It ts the lorecasting of future
vanations of these two ind1cators of market conditions whH.:h give us
a picture of v. hether or not there "ill he sufficn::nt demand to achieve
the average vacanc) rate, and at what price the nc\\ ly built space will
bnng. As important components of the IRR calculations, these are
crittcal to investors.
The demand for oftice space 1s derivative of the gro\\ th of office
space using tndustrics. particularly business and scicntilic services,
finance, mformation, government, health care and social services :md
to a lesser extent manufacturing. While plans for expansion in the
local market arc not always public information. the planning for
rental of nev. office space usually docs not look very far into the
future. f·irms expand their employment in response to demand for
the1r products, and faced with crowding. begin to look for additional
space. That is. the) are most likely to look for space when they arc
ready to use it rather than based on a forecast of future employment
growth. In addition, there is the technical surve) methodological
problem that the population of office space demanders is quite diffuse
and a representative sample of this population would require frequent
benchmarking to the changing complexion of the oflice space using
communi!).

News From ...

Cross-Sector Collaborations."
Four ncv. Drucker Societies have

collfinued from p~. 20
been formed over the past couple of
weeks. ranging from Grenada to
Philadelphia, and that three more
arc about to he launched in China.
To get an even richer flavor of
what's cooking these days at
Drucker.
check
out
v. W\\ .drucker.cgu.edu where you
can click on a CNN segment with
Prof. Ja) Prag on the banking crisis, or you can read about yet
another Drucker case competition
tean1 that has made it to the semifinal round of the Wal-Mart Better
Business Living competition and
will be competing against the best
of the best in Bentonville, Arkansas
in April.

H
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SALES

TECHNO, LOGY

Beyond the Basics - Keep Your Sales Up in a Down Market

The 21st Century Camera

By Douglas Smith
Salespeople are being hammered in toda) 's economic
em ironment.
Entire market
segments ha\ e C\ aporated.
Customers and companies arc
holding hack orders or litcrall)
ha' e no monc) to hu).
Opportun1t1es
.md
ne''
prospects arc fewer and further
hcmeen. In 200~. man) salespeople earned onl) half the
comm1ssion the) earned in
~!X)7. H.llf! \\hen ) ou take a
50 percent pa) cut, ) ou kno''
\\hat a recession feels like.
But not all sales professionals arc 1n ,1 slump. Some arc
thri' in g. Some arc bus) grm\ing their client base ami making
good mone) despite the uncertainty around them. And you
can do the same. ) our commitment 10 success starts \\ l!h a
dedication to ) our goals and
\\here )oU \\ant to be: remember the basics. and then go
he) on d. Some salespeople \\ill
take the safe road this )Car.
ratcheting do\\ n their C\pectations. You 'II hear them sa): .. I
just \\ant to '>Uf\ iH!," or ''I need
to make it through thb.'' When
)OU plan just to £CI b), that's
e\actl) what you-get h). When
) ou plan and expect to succeed
it', a different stof). As one
astute sales manager once said:
.. Most salespeople reach the
level of expectation they set for
themselves." He's right on.
If you want to be one of
those who will thrive this year.
apply these five tips now:

1. Don't wait for things to
change.
Unlike struggling

salespeople \\ho sit on the sidelines hoping for an economic Utum an) da) nO\\, the best salespeople arc taking action and
mo\ ing fOf\\ a rd. The) recogni!c the cconom) ma) he in this
mess for years and '' aiting ,md
\\ tllchmg is ,1 poor strategy for
success The movers and shakers arc mo\ ing and shak mg: settmg up appointments, making
sales calls .md presentatiOns.
contactmg th~·1r current and past
customers and marketing like
ne\ Cr before. rhc1r proactl\ e
.lpproach is crcatmg opportunities. lcatb and sales. In boom
time or 111 had times. you can
ne\ cr \\a it for customer~ to find
) ou. It's your JOb to reach out
and find them
2. Work harder.
Top
understand thiS ageold a\wrn: You can't make more
money With less effort. That\
\\h) the) arc w orkmg harder
and puttmg in more hours than
C\ cr before. Think about this:
\rm ing JUst 30 minutes earlier
and staying ~0 mmutcs later
each day equates to an additional 20 hours C\ cr) month. \\hen
you arc working 20 hours more
than the a' crage salesperson.
) ou can make at lea~t 20 percent
more contacts, and even 20 percent more sales.
'ale~people

3. Talk to the right people. Some companies rna) want
or need your product or service.
but if they can't make a decision
or are restrained by shrinking
budgets. it doesn't matter.
Successful salespeople today

arc selective about where and
\\ith \\hom they spend the1r
time. TI1ey are out looking for
"real .. buyers: customers and
prospects ''ho have both money
and ability to bu). Ever) minute
) ou spend \\ ith an unqualified
prospect 1s another minute )OU
don ·t have had to find a qualitlctl one. Remember: You can't
close a sale from a customer
\\ho can't buy.
4. Make more contacts.
Selling is a contact sport. When
time' arc good. husincs' is easier to come b). Sure. there's
competition. concern about
price and sales don't e\at:lly JUSt
fall into your lap. But contrast
the last fe\\ years of relative
prospent) to \\hat \\e sec toti<ly
and it\ qu11c a different picture.
Custmncrs arc more cautious.
more apprehens1ve and spending decisions take longer. This
means to land more sales. )OU
have to make more contacts.
When capture and com crs10n
rates go do\\ n. to main tam a
stead) volume of business. your
sales contacts ha\ e to go up.
Top producers get this. Do you?
5. Change the \\3) )OU
work. Is change difficult? You
bet! That's \\hy so many salespeople fall behind or fail.
Successful salespeople have
stayed successful through the
years by evolving and adapting
to change. As the economy and
buyer habits change. smart
salespeople learn to do business
in new ways. By reviewing
trade publications. reading top

By J. Allen Leinberger
hooks on selling. and attending
mdustl") conferences. client
events :md networking among
succc~stul peers, you are able 10
learn anti apply new marketing
approaches and sharpen your
face to face sktlls. rhis is ho\\
) ou stay current, fresh and on
top of your game.
While all ol th1s may sound
like the old "hack to has1c:s"linc
of attack, It's tn;Jy more than
that. Successful salespeople 111
today·, market haw gone
he) ond the bas1cs in most
e\.CI") thing the) do.
Thcv
understand that rough!) the top
20 percent ol cv cry sales force
produces about XO percent of
most compmn 's sales results.
To get and st.t) m that top 20
percent, ) ou luvc tl• he willing
to gi' e and do 20 percent more
than almost everyone else.
That'' not onh what g1vc' you
your edge. 11 .llltm s you to keep
your sales up - C\ en m a down
market.
This ) C.lf mo~y not be the
best year you've C\Cr had. but it
doesn't have to be your woN.
Take .1dvantagc of the f<~ct that
most of ) our competition has
pulled hack. slo\\ ed tl<m n. and
m some cases. completely left
the busmess. l'<o\\ is the time to
push f()f\\ ard. You have a win·
dow of opportunity in front of
you. anti ho\\ you usc that window is up to you.

To contact Smith, call
Douglas Smith & Associates at

877.430.2329

or

l'i.lit

11'\\W. Dou gSmith P re.1en t.1 .com

My dati lo\ied h1s old 35mrn
Still the 1mpact of such equipcamera. He took slides of our
mcnt today has killed the film
business Both Kodak and
vacations every year anti would
enthrall us during the \\inter
Polar01d h,l\e announced that
months back home m Ohio with
they are not making anymore
shots of me leaning against the
consumer stock anti they expect
State of Texas stone welcoming
the current supply to run out th1s
sign along the h1ghway. There I
year.
was. proJected on a small roll-up
The PowcrShot S40 has
screen m my felt cowboy hat
been a noble soldier but It has
with my cap gun on my hip.
had its shortcomings. The amazentering the legendary center of
ing little video screen on the
the old west Then there was the
pack is very small. The automatshot of me w1th my k1d ...,....,~s1ster and brothers ;:.,;;~
standing on the South
Rim of the Grand
Canyon. There was
also a collection of
Cll
(Q
Easter, Baptism and
First
Communion
slides as well.
The old projector
required Dati to put
out the tray. drop the
slide in and hope that it '-. .
was right side up and facing cor1c functions are limited. Pictures
recti). For myself I got a great
still can hlur if the subject
deal on a Nikon \\hile in the
moves while you shoot. There is
service. It was an SLR (Single
a delay of a long two seconds
Lens Reflex) and my slides went
between the time you hit the
into a tray that rotated on a carbutton and the time the camera
rouse! projector. But basically
clicks.
everything was much the same
Still. the outcome, for a 4
as dear old Dad.
mcgapixel picture is better than
Then. just a few years ago I
most of the snapshot cameras
wrote here about the Canon
you and I have carried on vacaPowerS hot S40. It is about the
tion over the years. The pictures
size of a candy bar, as I rcmemlook good blown up on a large
ber them from decades ago. It
computer screen, it does direct
shoots digitally into a chip, not
print to the right printer and it
film and it shows the pictures on
has an 11 times zoom function.
my computer. We have used it
Now comes the new Canon
here at the Journal for several
PowerShot SD880IS Digital
stories and the actual photo
ELPH. Right off you see that it
doesn't exist until you open the
is less than half the size of the
page.
S40. It shoots a 10.0 megapixel
In the grand scheme of
picture. It has a 28mm wide
things it really is just an ex penangle shot.
sive, high-tech snapshot camera.
Other new features include

Digital TV is Now
on Hold
8\ J Allen Lemberger

the motion capture functiOn. It
still has a delay between the
time you h1t the button and the
t1me it tires, but my w1fe\ cats,
wh1ch I tried it out on. came out
still, even when they moved.
(And cats always move when
you want them to hold still.)
It has a face recogmtion feature which is amazing to watch.
It sets up a frame in the
viewfinder around the faces of
your subjects. This tells the little
computer msidc how
much light it needs and
controls
the
flash
accordingly.
This, I
find. even works on
faces on the TV set. It
adjusts for both Jack
Bauer anti the terrorist!
The rcdcye function is
good but those dam cats
have cat 's eyes and no
computer has yet been
able to control their
gleam completely
The ELPH also has a movie
function-so did the S4, but 11
wasn't as easy to'' ork with. The
ELPH back vic\\ screen is tw icc
the size of the S4, despite the
smaller overall size. In fact.
most of the controls are simpler
to find and usc. There are built
in settings for outdoor. automatic, sunlight and shade, distance,
etc.
On top of everything else,
where the S4 would fit into your
jacket pocket, the ELPH fits into
a shirt pocket. Better and smallcr and easier to use. The SD880
ELPH is a photographic marvel
of the 21st century. Would my
dad have enjoyed it? Could be,
but all of the simplicity might
have taken some of the fun out
of it for him. Me? I couldn't be
happier.

•••••••••Miliiiiiiiiii••••••

In January I told you about
the upcoming change from
analog to digital television
broadcasting, which "as due to
take effect in February. After
ncar!) a year of promotion the
change has hcen pushed back.
The following notice wa~ sent
to me by KRTO, the community cable channel for the city of
Rialto.
The
Commerce
Department's
National
Telecommunications
and
Information
Administration
(NTIA) welcomes the additional time to assist America's
switch to digital broadcasting
afforded by the House's and
Senate's passage of the "DTV
Del a) Act." This measure
allows full-power television
stations to continue analog
broadcasts past the current
deadline of Feb. 17. 2009. to
June 12, 2009.
"The DTV Delay Act is
good for the American people.
Tt acknowledges the need for
more time so we can give the
American consumers the a~sis
tancc they need to acquire
coupons and the importance of
giving the public safety community access to additional
spectrum to improve communications," said Acting NTIA
Administrator Anna Gomez.
"If NTIA receives additional
budget authority for the TV
Com erter
Box
Coupon
Program. our first priority will
be to provide coupons for those
households currently on the
waiting list. as well as maximize further distribution of
coupons." The TV Converter
Box Coupon Program helps
households with analog television sets -- not connected to
cable, satellite or other pay TV
service -- to buy a converter
box so their TV sets can
receive digital broadcasts. The
DTV Delay Act allows the
NTIA to issue to a requesting
household one replacement
coupon for each coupon that
was issued and that expired
without
being
redeemed.
However. this will not take
effect until the enactment of
additional budget authority."
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Residential Real Estate Brokers
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Thursday Morning Drive, 5:00AM - 6.·00 AM
Challenging your thoughts in relation to business,
politics, economic conditions and the general
business life of San Bernardino and Riverside counties

Hosted by
Inland Empire Business Journal
and Bill Anthony
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et US help you ftnd ('a pttal
for your COlnpany!
*Capital For
Any Reason, lt~clu.dirtg:

Ct•lllt•rpoilllt' Capital Corp. is tl fiw•l): lmwtl finundu l
jirm that embrares tlw most esse11twl elenu•nts of
/msim•ss t•lhit•s (11/t/ prolot•o/. flltt>,:rity. rt'.~JU'CI HIU/
/wm•st)· p11 itlt• our eml_e~u·or.~ u·itlwut _rompromist•.
/)t•spilt• ,,,. 0110111 ir rorulttro11s. l('(' remum focu.~t·d und
mis."iitm orie11ted. lll'l't'r plari11p· our ou·11 firuurdttl
i11ten•sts befon• that of our r·trlllNI t'iienlf'it•.
JVt• are tl rmiqw• bn•t•d of llchiet•t>rs. tempered
by tl Christian lu•lief systt•m. opti11g for SIH't't•ss
ra;her tlum t•xcuses. JVe u·ork lwrtft•r, lmrger lllld
mort• intt•lli((t'lltly tluw our compt•titors. t'll.'illrillf.(
thllt our die11IS consi.~te11tly rereil'P tht• l1est loan
llml rt•ttl estate sol11tions llml sen•it•t•s. period!
Welt•tmre. you llre in {(rellt lwmls!

• Payroll
• Marketing & Advt>rti:-;ing
• Inventory
• Debt Consolidation
• Acquisitions
• Partnership Bu) -Outs
• Expansions
• Insurance and
Licensing Expenses
• Capital Reserves

Centerpointe
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Scott A. Polimeni
P"sidenl
Office: 760.568.4700 I Toll Free· 888.323.8886/ Fca· 760.601.3279
78-000 Fred Waring Dr., Suite 203 /Palm Desert, CA 922 I I
spolimeni@centerpointeloans.com
www.centerpointecapitalcorp.com

Business Products & Services
• Conaumer Financing Products to Increase Your Sales!
• Unaeeured Business Lines of Credit up to $500,000
• Stated mcome Busiuess Loan Products
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Centerpointe Capital Corporation- a Full-Service Financial Firm
Centerpoint~.:
Capital
Corporation is oy .til dc!init10ns
a "full s~.:rv1ces lmancwl linn."
The man hchmd this un14ue and
mtelligently div~.:rsified company
1s Scott A. Pohmem, president.
Over the last fev. years.
Cent~.:rpointe Capital has gro\\ n
and adopted to th~.: hostlle financial marketplace, constantly
adjusting to the needs of smallto mid-si.rcd business ov. ners.
The company's survival is
attributed to Polimeni's defiance
to fall into complacency 111 an
evcr-chanl!ing financial marketplac~.:. During the boom of the
real estate mdustry, Ccnterpomtc
Capital was one of thS leaders in
the industry. Howe\er, Polimeni
saw the need to proactive!)
diverstf) Ius product m1x \\ ith
loan products gear~.:d specifically
tO\\ards helping business O\\ ncrs
obtain aggressive fmanctng
when the1r ov. n banks turned
them away. fhe second phase to
his abilit) to help lcx·al business
owners is to extend his consumer
financmg products to help them
orgamcally sell more of thc1r
products or ser. ices 111 a cash
poor market.
Polimeni has a background
of strength and diversity. He
served eight years in the U.S.
Army Infantry. Upon his honorable discharge. he pursued his
career in law enforcement. He
graduated "Class President"
from the Riverside County
Shenff's Academy. Wtthm his
first five years of service. he had
achieved the rank of sergeant.
However. despite his success. he
decided to enter the private sector to follow in the footsteps of
his father and grandfather. His
unyielding work ethic. intensity.
integrity and appetite for success
has paid off well in the private
sector. Today. he is running a
company that is unlike any other
in the financial market. and its
growing like a weed. when other
financial tirms arc crumbling all

around him.
Factoring
Accounts
"I"od.1y Ccnterpomte Capt tal
Recetvahlcs,
l.4U1pment
1s a full-scrvtce financial firm
Financmg. Merchant Service
th.Jt olfers financial products and
Advances. Private Equity I
services that range from its roots
Venture Capital, Small Bu~iness
of mortg.tge lending and real
Administration products and
estate servtces. to a complete
more."
arsenal of busmcss related loan
products, venture capital and
Centcrpointe
Capital's
e\ en consumer financmg prodExclusive
Privatt·
Equity
ucts," Polimeni says with con
Program:
vtcllon. "Our smgle hc\t product
would he, without a doubt, our
In addttion to the1r bnlhant
Stated
Income,
Unsecured
busmess model, Polimem has
Business Lmcs of Credit As
recently authored .md is raising
business
private capt
owners know,
tal for hts
v. e depend on
ver)
ov.n
our CPAs to
Ill\ estment
v. nte-off our
program that
revenues,
projects
a
lcavmg
Net R.O.I. in
bottom
excess
of
sho\\ ing
1 2 ~c
minimal prof
Accordmg to
it. That's all
J>ohmen1. h1s
great. until
program has
)Ou're appl)answered the
mg for a loan.
lJUestion as to
Fortunately,
how to l i4u1we have a
date the overhandful
whelming
investors that
- - - - - - - - - - - - , amount
of
do
not
standtng
Scott A. Polimeni
require finaninventory
Pre.1ident
cials. and still
regionally.
Centerpoillte Capital Corporation,
these Centerpointe Lending & Centerpointe and
se ll
even
Stated
nationally.
Realty
I n c o m e . ~.--.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,How c v e r.
totally Unsecured Lines of Credit
he's qutck to point out that " Our
up to $50,000 with rates starting
program docs not involve sitting
on bulk. vacant homes. nor docs
at 5.25%. with an Interest Only
payment options! What that
it rei) on a '4uick flip' strategy."
means to our client<; is that
His relationship with asset maothey genuinely could have
agcrs, bankers. auctioneers and
$50,000 of working capital at
privately held real estate
their fingertips for a monthly
inve~tors provides an abundance
payment as low as $218!"
of under-priced real estate for his
"We're putting these products to
investors to capitalize on.
market with a modest 620
Simultaneously. his staff matchFICO!" says Patricia Nugent.
es this real estate with financial!)
qualified lessees who arc condirector of sales and marketing.
"lt\ the best money on the martracted with investors to immediket. bar none! However, we have
ately occupy the home at the
close of escnm in order to mitia multitude of other business
rclated products that range from
gate vacancies, which directly

prevents vandalism and hurgla1s a tremendous
concern m this market.
During the lease tenn, the
lcs~ces arc protected by contmct
to buy the home from the
mvestor at today's full market
value. As a result, the mvestor
gams •ll least 20<}( equit) gain
JUst m the "huy-to-scll" ratro
alone. Then, to further the return
for his investors. the lease payment offsets all opemtional costs
to maintain the home, such as
property taxes, homeowners
insurance, HOA's, etc. The
lessee'<; monthly lease pa)mcnt
1s calculated at 7.59r to X.51Jf of
the overall mvestmcnt dollar
fhe im estor even has the opt ton
to finance the .tC4UlsttJons
through Centcrpmnte Capital's
wholesale mortgage lender to
Hllrease their mvcntof)!
Polimeni cxplams, "This
program prO\ ides the masses of
people to have a legitimate
means of claHnmg stake in
homeov. nershtp, at toda) 's
mcrcdihlc values. These folks
simply cannot 4uahfy for a traditional home loan nght now. and
v. 1th th1s program. they don't
need to." He continues."With our
program, we provide our
investors a very safe investment
forum. \\ith an incredible return
on their investment. At the same
time, it genuine!) helps our local
economy, and provides worthy
people a means to eventual!)
own a great home, at a fantastic
price. It\ truly a win I win for all
parties involved!"
ne~-\\ hich

Polimeni i.1 lookitz~ for qualified im·estors to participate in
his program. £tecuti1·e Summarv
i.1 ami/able upon reque.\1. And.
don't j(Jrget to ask him how Will
can incorporate con.1umer
financing into your busine.IS
model! Polimeni cwz be reached
at 760-568-4700, or by e-mail at
Seo{jmeni@ Centapointeloan1.c
Qll!.
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Rea/ Estate Ex...

(The market is) \truggling in the
east. \\ tth a\ acanc) factor of almost
continued from PI?.· 10
IS percent t"lH that entire market.
We 'rc a little 0\ cr 6 percent \ acancy in the West End market.
Construction ""as predominate!) in the east end of the marketplace.
We'll spend the ne"t 12-18 months absorbing thts space.
Prices arc off considerably from what the) ~~oere in past years. but
we're finding tenants who still love the Inland Empire. A couple of
examples: In October 2007. ~~oc had a pretty significant (price) of 38
cents a square foot for a 78.000-square-foot building in Fontana.
Today. there ""as a transaction for 32 cents a square foot on a similar
building in Redlands.
We're seeing landlords be a little more aggressive in offering free
rent in the first part of the lease term. The fundamental change was
when 11.e lost liquidity in the marketplace. It definitely put an emphasis back on cash. It's been a challenge to recognize: When you don't
have liquidity in the market. ~~ohat does that do to pricing? Whether
you want to or not. you're learning about liquidity and what it really
means.
RETAIL
GREG WATISON
Vice president of retail development at Opus West Corp. in Irv inc
This year will be rather slow. People will still be closing stores.
We'll be evaluating second-generation space (vacant space previously occupied by large tenants). If there's a new tenant who wants to
penetrate the market. they could probably go into a second-generation space. and the landlord might be willing to make a better deal to
get cash flow going again. The good news is that the market is coming back to tenants who were priced out of the market before. like TJ
Maxx and Home Goods. There will be great opportunities for tenants
like that. They won't be paying the rates quoted in 2006.
Total Inland Empire vacancy in retail is about 9.6 percent and
climbing. The east end is 14.8 percent. The east end will probably
stay around 14.8 percent ... but southwest Riverside will probably go
up. The West End is currently at 6 percent. and it might go up a little
bit. Unlike office. industrial and residential, the retail market can
reinvent itself. We all report bad news. but nobody is focusing on the
possible 110,000 stores that will open (soon across the nation).
People reinvent themselves to fill the void where other stores had
overexpanded.
I believe retail trends will ... get back to basics. where consumers
will be buying necessities, not luxury.
also rather large: all sorts of chicken prepared in various ways, veal
continued from pg. 35
dishes, short ribs and even salmon.
The dessert selection is very tempting even after finishing this
elaborate dinner. We tried the tiramisu and the homemade cheesecake. Both were great. If you are really into desserts, Buca di Beppo
offers a dolce platter: a sampler platter of tiramisu, double dark
chocolate cake, homemade cheesecake and apP-le crostata. It is
ideal, of course, for six or more.
·
The full Buca menu is available To Go, and many locations offer
Curb Service. To have it all covered, they even offer healthy menu
selections in addition to the rich tastings mentioned above.
Ciao........ .let's mangia!

Buca di ...

Buca di Beppo Huntington Beach is located on 7979 Center
Avenue in the Bella Terra shopping mall. Call for reservations at
(714) 891-4666.

RESTAURANT

REVIEW

Italian Dining With Drip-Proof Bibs at Boca di Beppo
By Ingrid Anthon)
Gregg Bendis and Dillon Dummitt of GVA Charles Dunn represented Scientific Image Center Management . The company ~~oas
attracted to the property due to tts appealing location for successful Lifestyle LiftR centers. Jeff Burdick of Lee & Associates handled matters for the landlord, The Bates Company. Currently. the
property is fully leased ............Southern California Aviation.
an aircraft engine parts and supply maintenance company, signed
a lease renewal for the 55.000-sq.-ft. facdit) that it has been occupytng at 13290 Sabre Blvd. in Victorville. Within the Southern
California Logistics Centre (SCLC). The compan), which has
been a tenant at the Centre since 1998. currently occuptcs two
hangars on-airport in addition to this building. Terms of thts transaction were not disclosed. Southern California Logistics Centre
is being master-developed by Stirling Capital Investments and,
upon full build-out. is slated to contain 60 million sq. ft. of commcrctal and industrial space. Currently. it is in the early stage of
dclivcnng the 6.5 million-sq.-ft. first phase. ""ith roughly 2 million sq. ft. having been constructed to date. A number of major
corporations are already located at Southern California
Logistics Centre and elsewhere in the City of Vic ton ill e. including Newell Rubbcrrnaid. General Electric. Pratt & Whitney.
FedEx, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. M&M/Mars,
ConAgra Foods and Nutro Products. Inc ............. Kearny Real
Estate Company recently signed two new tenants at a pair of its
Inland Empire industrial properties in separate transactions for a
total of 175.200 sq. ft. of space. In one of the leases, Luxe
Cabinetry agreed to a five-year. $2.4 million lease to occupy
145,000 sq. ft. ($0.28/sf/mo) of a 160,600-sq.-ft. industrial building located at 43195 Business Park Drive. west of I-15 and north
of Rancho California Road in Temecula. In the other deal. M.
Block and Sons signed a three-year. 30.200-sq.-ft. expansion
lease at Building 3 of Kearny's Redlands Industrial Centre,
located at 26763 San Bernardino Ave. in the city of Redlands. The
323.900-sq.-ft. facility is the largest of three buildings that make
up the 586,000-sq.-ft. complex. In the Luxe Cabinetry deal,
Kearny was represented by company executive Jason Rosin. while
Luxe was represented in-house. The CB Richard Ellis team of
Kevin McKenna. Ian Devries and Grant Ross represented Kearny
on the M Block lease, while M Block was represented by Ron
Washle of Grubb & Ellis .......... Representatives of Ayres Hotels
officially broke ground for the Inland Empire's newest hotel.
Ayres Hotel Moreno Valley last month. Set to open in winter
2009, the hotel will be located at 12631 Memorial Way in the
TownGate Promenade on the city's west side. Under the direction of Principal Bruce D'Eiiscu, the hotel is being built by Ayres
Hotels. a family-owned chain of European-style boutique hotels
headquartered in Costa Mesa.

Shanng is the '' ord that
describes thts restaurant chain.
I·ood is served "family style,"
and cons1dering the amount of
food served
a l,trgc tamil) 1s
1n mmd. Someone who 1s dieting or just \\ tshcs a "snack" for
dinner will he tempted to undo
thctr belts. Large platters that
hardly fit t,.,h~e~~=.~t
table
arc .4
continual-A~'TJ.~~~
I) bcmg.,~~iij~~~scrvcd. It
you
hom~

gry.
don't
return because this ts not the
place for you.
The first Buca di Beppo
opened its doors in 1993 in the
basement of a Mmneapolis
apartment buildmg. They ha\C
since grown to ~8 locations
nationwide.
Our waitress

cxplamed that the) ""anted to
create an Italian famil) cxpcncnce where the ""hole family,
cats in the basement (hcnc~ no
'' mdows here) ,md enJoys each
others' company while dming
on pasta and
other Italian
dishes.
We \is it
ed the Buca
di
Beppo
in
C
Huntmgton Beach
and ""as surprised at its
site---two floors ""Ith cubbyholes and rooms that made 11
comfortable .md pm ate. Its
co1incss and warmth made for a
delightful experience in dtning.
When you were ftrst seated, you
knew you 11.ere gomg to enjoy
the evening. Old-t1me movie
star pictures surround the
rooms. The 011. ncr must have
been impressed ""ith Marilyn

[3 (;.

pPO

ll
New York Grill'"
950 Ontario Milb Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur I r:30 a.m.-9:30p.m.
Fri I 1:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Sun 4:00p.m.- 9:30p.m. • ReservatiOns Recommended
It'~

New York without the attitude! Tlus award-winnmg

restaurant is where famous tare IS fmely dctined. Our menu
features prime steab, Australtan lobster tad, garltc roasted
chtckcn, rack of lamb, pnme nb and fre5h scatood
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed arrbrs have mndc

u~

the Inland Empire's most

int1marc jazz cxpenencc! We rake care of every detail With

This column provides a review of the latest commercial real
estate activity throuf!,hout the Inland Empire. It is produced in a
joint media effort between the Inland Empire Business Journal
and Rentv.com, a leadinfl, Internet real estate news site which has
been coverinfl, the industry in California for 10 years. For more
commercial real estate information from around California. go to
www.rentv.com.

innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramanc dessert:.,
outstandmg wmc selection and entcrtamment

to

comple-

ment your dining experience - ami d1scover our magnificent banquet

room~.

perfect for hosung your next event.

Monroe \Incc she dominated
tton . The rnu~hroom~ are
the list. One ho\\evcr, felt had
stuffed wtth prosctutto, asiago
for the ~~oaitcrs and ""attrcsscs
ch~csc, fn.:sh sage and roscmaf)
smce they had r----------------, and baked and
sen cd on a
to cltmh the
stairs in deli\ bed of pesto
cnng all the
cream ~.tuce.
orders. Buca
The apple
d1 Beppo must
gorgonzola
had insisted
-;alad
was
on onginahty
probably our
when
they
be~t choice tn
""anted
the salad caterccrcatc
gory.
The
basement
tngred1cnts
theme and not
included tart
on practtcaligranny smith
I).
It all seemed to work
apples, spiced "".tlnuts, dried
though.
cr.tnbcrrics and gorgonzola
Dishes enjoyed for generacheese tossed ""ith fresh lettuce
twns m \ill ages throughout
and Italian vmaigrcttc.
Northern and Southern Italy
After salad, ~~oe tasted t~~oo
inspire their menu. ~c~~o menu
ktnds of p11Zlls---onc ~~oas the
items arc always added. hut the
Margherita kind which most of
follo~~o ing famil]-stylc s11cs arc
us arc familiar ""ith hut the
offered: Buca Smalln' feeds two
other one ~~oas a real origmal-to three and Buca Large.., feeds
piZza Angelo. I don't know"" ho
four to six.
Angelo was, but h~ must ha\e
One of the first items served
been vcr; creati\ e. Pizza
to us was their bread. The bread
Angelo includes tender cluckcn
rcmmded me of the kind made
breast, mo/Zarclla. roasted
m Ne\\ York
corn.
fre~h
~~ohtch ts hard
mushrooms,
to find here in
fresh th) me
Californta. It
and alfredo
ts
Italian
sauce topped
bread. crust;
""tth panneand delightsan POTATO
ful.
Garlic
CHIPS. Who
bread
and
would ha\ e
mozzarella
thought.
It
garlic bread ts
""as delightalso on the
ful, tasty and
menu. hut I preferred the simvery original.
Sc\ ~ral baked pastas arc on
pler on~ ""ith butter. The fncd
calaman \\as one of our guest ·
the menu: cheese manicotti,
chicken canncllom, baked ra\ Ifa, orne Items when we took a
\ otc at the end of the dinner. It
oli JUst to name a fe~~o. Regular
ts served ""Ith spiC) marmara
pastas mcluded spaghetti \\ ith
marinara or meat sauce. The
sauce. We also tncd the mozzarella caprcse (\ ine-npcncd
spaghetti ""ith meathalb is a
tomatoes and fresh monarclla
favorite and is famous ""ith regdrizzled ""ith basil olive oil and
ular customers (halt-pound
topped \\ ith fn:sh basil leaves).
meatballs) that you have to sec
Prosciutto stuffed mushrooms
to believe. The entree list is
completed our ·appetizer sclcccontinued on pa~?,e 34
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INLAND EMPIRE

Family YMCA The Family YMCA of the
Desert was awarded a $25,000 !,>rant from
Douglas Vance, \-ice president of H.N. and
Frances C. Berger Foundation.
For more information call (760) 341-9622
or "isit W"\.'1-'b.ymcnofthedcsert.org.

Subscribe to the Inland
Empire Business Journal
today for only $48 and
receive a complimentary
2009 Book of Lists. The
Business Journal keeps

People and Events

Eisenhower 1\1cdical Center was placed an~ong the top 5
percent of the nation's hospitals for a second year in a ro"'.
"Ensuring our patients' safety and delivering the highest
quality of care is our top priority," stated Eisenhower
President and Chief Executive Officer G. Aubrey Scrfling.
For mon• infonnation visit www.emc.org.

you up to the minute
with movers and shakers

Steve and Linda, from Indian \\<'ells,
donated 80 acres of land, (appraist:"d at
$400,000) to Anza-Borrt:'go Desert Stat<'
Park.
Anza-Borrego is the largest state park
in California, with mort' than 600,000
acres.
For more information call (760) 7675311, or visit www.parks.ca.goy.

in the Inland Empirewith the stories, events
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0 $24
One year

annual subscription

0 My check is enclosed

Phone: (909) 483-4700
Fax: (909) 483-4705
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 1979
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729
Business Address
2910 E. Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 107
Ontario, CA 91764
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Cathedral City Chamber of Commerce a"'"·arded Wheels
for Kids of the Desert the Nonprofit of the Year award. For
three years Wheels for Kids of the Desert has promoted
physical fitness by providing hundreds of bicycles for children.
This non-profit organization was created by a Cathedral
City Police Officer, Ernit:' Vasquez.
For information about Wheels for Kids of the Desert call
{760) 457-8026 or visit www.wheels4kidsofthedesert.com.

Exp.Oate - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Credit Card No. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Company------------------Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Add~s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City/State - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

LP------------------------------------~-----------------------------------

·-------------------------------·

An exciting ribbon ceremony for Meridian
Payroll Group. Meridian
Payroll Group is located
at 41765 Rider Way,
Temecula,92590.
For more information
call (951) 695-6700 or visit
www.meridianpayrollgroup.com.

GRAND TERRACE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BUSINESS OF THE MONTH
Bancomer Bank was awarded Business of the
Month by Grand Terrace Chamber of Commerce.
From left to right: Chamber Presidentjessica
Borzilleri, Nancy Malta, Sally McGuire-Chamber
board member, Omar Leandro, Terry McGuireHelping Hands Companion Care, Ashley Swisher,
Andres Sanchez-Baancomer bank manager, Lee Ann
Garcia-Mayor Pro Team.
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"From the Bureau to the Boardroom:
30 Management Lessons from
the FBI,"
B_v Dan Carr;.mn; AMACOM, Ne~1· }'(Jrk,
New York; 2009; 258 pages; $24.95.

It's hard to knov. what to
make of this book and its author.
A business v.riter and consultant, Dan Carrison. ha' apparently never been an agent of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
There are lots of things he
can and docs convey about "the
Bureau" as an outsider given
unusual inside cooperation
while researching the book.
Among these arc the basis for
their near mythic status as the
top law enforcement organization in the country (much of
which is well deserved); their
reputation as astute investigators and crack marksmen; and
their loyalty to one another and
their supervisors.
Noticeably missing are
notable cases of self-serving,
disloyalty, and questionable
investigations. Don't look for
the name of J. Edgar Hoover, the
master myth maker who built
the reputation of the agency he
ran a~ a private empire for more
than 30 years. The man who
publicly denied there was no
such a thing as "organized
crime" because he was too busy
looking for Communists in
some awfully strange places. Or
the scandal of having the
bureau's agent-in-charge of
counterintelligence be a paid
informer of the Soviet Union.
It's still not clear how many
people in and outside of Russia
were sent to their deaths because
of him. Then there was the
secret investigation of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.. among
many others who were active in
the civil rights movement. The
justification was suspicion of
being "pro-Communist."
Most recently, of course,
there was the misuse of the
bureau that involved investigations and illegal wiretapping

(often bypassing the appropriate
courts and the Constitution).
You won't find any of this in
the book. And, yes, it is important. Loyalty, technical law
enforcement skills, and dedication are trul} noble traits when
exercised on behalf of the people of the United States. They
are not noble when the senior
management of the FBI. regardless of who is in charge of the
executive branch, unthinkmgly
obeys illegal orders relayed to
them by someone in the
Department of Justice. Among
other things. that's what the
Enron scandal was all about.
As far as the FBI is concerned, some of the loyal behavior they have practiced in the
past
is,
itself,
unlawful.
Moreover, it is a violation of the
oaths sworn by FBI agents to
protect
and
defend
the
Constitution of the United
States.
Then there's the matter of
the author's repetition of the
well-known comment
that
"whatever our activities are
against terrorism since 9/11,
they must be working because
there have not been any further
successful attacks on our
shores." Nobody has ever come
forward to cite how many
attempts we foiled. Was it five?
Ten thousand? Were there any
attempts at all? And did they
include in their count all the nail
clippers confiscated at airline
terminal boarding gates?
As far as the "30 management's lessons" that the author
ha~ put forward as things that
business might learn from the
bureau, most are just pretty old
hat or totally unrealistic. In one
case, the author indicated that
FBI's ability to build loyalty
wa~ so effective that all agents

BOOKSHELF
were available on a 24(1 basts.
Thts v.as a lesson fom1er agents
could teach business.
Okay, building loyalty is
good, but if they did. there
\\Ould be many thousands of
companies in which the advice
would seem old hat. That's
because their management has
built that same kind of loyalty.
Among the companies who
have done a pretty good job at
building loyalty are UPS,
FedEx. any airline, every hospital, and all electric. phone. and
gas companies.
As a matter of fact, if you

want to have .m\ chance of
keeping even a jun10r management job these da}s, you had
better be av:ulahle 24!7 for
emergency situations or start job
hunting.
For a somewhat steep price
tag of $24.95 for what it claims
to offer, the hook proposes few
new ideas for managers to consider. The book really seems to
be a list of reasons why you
should hire former FBI agents.
Not a bad idea tf you're in the
security business
-- Henry Holliman

~Bestselling Business Books)
Here are the current top I 0 bestselling books for business. The
list is compiled based on information received from retail bookstores throughout the U.S.A.

1. "Outliers: The Story of Success," by Malcolm Gladwell
(Little.Brown & Co ... $27.99) (6)
Why the cause of success can be linked to where you were hom.
2. "Hot, Flat, and Crowded: Why We Need a Green Revolution
- and How It Can Renew America," by Thomas L. Friedman
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux ... $27.95) (I)
Why and how "green alternatives" can save the planet and the
USA.
3. "The Great Depression Ahead: How to Prosper in the Crash
Following the Greatest Boom in History," by Harry Dent (Simon
& Schuster)**
How to survive the real economic land mines of mid-2009.
4. "Bad Money, Reckless Finance, Failed Politics, and the
Global Crisis of American Capitalism," by Kevin Phillips
(Penguin Group ... $25.95) (2)
How the global economy dropped into an intensive care situation.
5. "Suze Orman's 2009 Action Plan," by Suze Orman (Spiegel &
Grau ... $9.99)**
Suze offers her classic advice for survival in tough times.
6. ''Strengths-Based Leadership," by Tom Rath and Barry
Conchie (Gallup Press ... $24.95) (10)
Strengths that build better leaders and more committed followers.
7. ''The Snowball: Warren Buffett and the Business of Life," by
Alice Schroeder (Bantam Books ... $35.00) (3)
Why there has always been far more to Buffet than meets the eye.
8. ''The Post-American World," by Farced Zakaria (W.W. Norton
& Co ... $25.95) (4)
Why the 21st Century will not be "the American Century."
9. "Go Put Your Strengths to Work: Six Powerful Steps to
Achieve Outstanding Performance," by Marcus Buckingham
(The Free Press ... $30.00) (8)
How to identify and usc your unique strengths at work.
10. ''The Return of Depression Economics and the Crisis of
2008," by Paul Krugman (W.W. Norton & CO .... $24.95) (5)
Why 2009 is beginning to look a lot like 1933.
(6) --Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
** -- Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.

Letters to ...

Mv Trickle ...

continued from f'~ 15

A Thousand ...

cominued from pg. 14

umtmued from PIS· 26

in the world fhe) have all been
countmg on the grov. th 111 Chma
to help offset lo~ses dse\\ here.
Jim Cramer recent!) told
\ tewers of hts "\1ad ~lone)"
TV Shov. that ''(llohal capttal
ism just rntght be sa\ cd h)
Chinese communtsm " Thts ts
because Chma is projected to he
the onl) maJor econom) in the
world to have a poslltve GDP of
over 5<::? this vear.
In short, the current cconomtc cnsis nla) he a great
opportuntt). for husmesscs that
have long tem1 \ iston. to enter
China. Everythmg ts c.heaper.
lines are shorter, and red t.tpes
are cut.
Mr. Sagamt likes to ernpha
size that China is still a
Communist country and therefore very nsk). He forgets that
the masstvc housing huhblc.
mortgage frauds, along Wtth a
ton of worthless credit secunties
were created here. It is the L'.S.
that ts talkmg of nationalizmg
banks, not Chma. In tough
times like today, ideology
should take a back seat to business reality.
Sincerely,
George Chou
Corona, CA

Letters to ...
continued from pg. 14
esp. in light of your own continual con-job and 'comi-style'
redistribute
the
wealth
approach. It's time that the evcrresentfuls and never-rcsponsibles in our communities grow
up and take some self-responsibility, living with accountability. Don't reward the core of
your Dcm con-family for ignoring 'some' laws. coveting what
they haven't earned. blaming.
and forcing caring conservatives to "give" without choice,
in taxation. God. One who
never forces anyone to act or
aid against our will. by this definition, can't be a Democrat!
Con-promise and con-pas-

v. ho are closmg thcotr door
\menc::1 can get back on
~pending spree. Rctat bu~mess
v. Ill boom.
We .trc ,til
taxpa) Ill!'
Amencans. so like the guy on
'IV keeps sa)ill!'· it's our
money, we -,Jwuld be able to us..:
it.
Arc there some problems!
Of course. Such a mass give
away will no doubt de\alue the
dollar for a short time '\ot to
mention that some people sun
pi) cannot handle mone) and 10
days after the checks .tmvc they
v. ill be broke agam. Still, the)
will alv.ays knm\ that they had
their chance.
The great gtve awa) \\ill
probabl) make the illcg.tl 11111111
grant problem v.orse. More
aliens wtll try to sneak Ill forged
documents to get the handout.
Controls will have to be put in
place.
Is this idea dumb'! Is it
naive'! Maybe
But how much good can we
do handing over large sums of
cash to people who simply take
a big chunk and call it their
bonus? I mean. I'm not an
Obama fan, but he's not wrong
to put salary caps on the money
he hands the bankers when they
didn't earn it. It's my money,
and yours. We need to sec to it
that it gets spread around to fix
the problem, not perpetuate it.
Give me my million and I 'II
fix my own problems. If we all
have the tools to fix what's
wrong with our individual financial situations. everything else
around us will come along. I
promise to use the million
responsibly. After all, I'm not
asking my country to do this for
me, I'm asking for this so I can
do something for my country.
sion need to be replaced by consequences (of one's choices and
actions) as the nev. focus of a
less$$ conscripting and behavior controlling Dem Part)
which forces contributions'!
Tim Evans

tenmg to him/her at the same
time. Each person (Jll deb<~tc
v. hat he or she sav. and heard
and v. hat it means. There ts no
scientific \\a) to <;elect a ~ales
person
But, applymg these
points 111 a team tnten tev.
proccss v.ill help you sort
through the abundance ol c.andt
dates to rind that exec llent needle in the sales IHt) st,tek.

for more informatwn, 1 i~lf
•n1.drren•nue.com or e-matl
dr£venue@ drrevenue.com.
u

Utah Ski ...
from pg 4J
to ourselves. There was hardl)
anyone around and I v.as certain
of why
they named
it
"Solitude." If you want to
escape the crowds, thts is your
resort.
The next da), Dave v.as
feeling much better and JOined
us It had snowed all mght, so
the mountain was covered with
fresh powder. It was hkc skimg
on a completely different mountam. At least that's what my
legs felt. That evening. a massage at the Spa at Solitude was
well needed for muscle recovery
(that's what I like to tell myself).
COIIII/IIIi'd

Day 6
Brighton Resort
I like to think of myself as
somewhat organized. In fact, I
double-checked all the addresses and had directions to every
rcsort ... except from Solitude to
Brighton. And that is why we
drove all the way down the
mountain when it was only 3
miles up the mountain. At least
I can laugh about it now, right?
Anyway, that's right. .. Brighton
is just a few miles from Solitude
and is a favorite an1ong many of
the locals. It is similar in size to
Solitude with 1,050 skiable
acres and like Solitude, is well
groomed. Hov.ever. Brighton
attracts a lot more boarders v. ith
three terrain parks and trails that
seem custom-designed
for

boarders, as there are few flat,
c.at tratls to get "stuck'' on
Smc.e my son boards, it v.t~s no
surpnse that Bnghton wac; hts
favonte resort
\fter a day on the mountam,
we packed up the car and headed to our hotel wh1ch v. as llll\\
in the c.it). 'J en mmutes into the
dnve, v.c hear a loud bang, as tf
son11:one had htt our car v. ith .t
snov.ball. :\'opc ... v.e forgot to
Llosc the skt racks and a skt
tum hied dov. n onto the road
'leah. feeling like a toumt
l>a) 7
Snowbird Resort
Oh my gosh. Huge amounts
of snow, vertical runs and stunnmg \ tews. The resort is quite
impresstvc. Plus, it has the ftN
<;ki .trca tunnel in North
America, m which a "magic carpet" takes you through the
mountain. The experience feels
a bit like the Disne) land
Matterhorn nde. "E" ticket. If I
was an expert skier, Snov. btrd
would be m) favonte Utah
resort. Still a ''must ski'' for
mtcrmcdiate and beginners,
Snowbird provides inspiration.
After almost a full day on
the slopes, we changed clothes
in the parking lot (cold !) and
headed to the airport. One hour
later, we were at our gate.
Another hour later. we were getting ready to land. The convenience is reason alone to
return ... but certainly not the
reason we do it.

Check

it

out

at:

http:/1~,.~,-wskiutah.com.
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B.v Christine Rolfe
For the last couple of years,
I've been awarded the prize
asstgnment at the journal... to
cover the annual "ski" story. In
the past, I've covered one resort
and reported on the various winter-wonderous activities. This
trip, my family and I went on a
ski resort tour and visited (what
I consider) the top resorts in
Utah. Unfortunately we had to
miss Deer Valley and Alta
because the) still don't allov.
snow boarders. I guess we 'II just
have to give them a little more
ttme to catch up v. ith the times.
So here I am .. back from
the skt tour and read:r to report
111. Five ski resorts, three hotels
and seven days later.

Day 1
The new m1111mum bag
requirement enforced by the airlines real!) thre\\ ofT m) abiht)
to pack. but nevertheless we had
too many bags. Walking to the
airport check-in counter was
comical.
My son, Darren.
almost took out a few travelers
with the ski bag. and I was in a
sv.eat b) the lime we got all the
bags checked in. I felt like I was
on some sort of reality TV shov.
in which the entire nation was
cheenng for my family in the
Ski
Bag
Check-in
Championships.
Finally on the plane, it was
time for my son to do some
homework. (Am I a bad parent
to pull him out of school for an
entire week so we can play in
the snow?) Anyway, there wasn 't much time to get any work
done because in just over an
hour we had landed; and in just
another hour, we had driven up
the mountain to Park City. If we
left a little earlier in the mom-

ing, we could have skied half
day! Plus, someone at the atrport told me about a Park City
QUick START (Ski Toda) and
Ride Today) program. Show
your boarding pass and you get
a free same-day lift ticket to
your choice of The Canyons
Resort, Park Ctty .\1ountain
Resort or Deer Valley. You need
to register first, so check out the
details at: http://www.parkcltyinfo,com/guickstart/.
By evening it started to
snow. And snow And snO\\,

Day 2
J>ark
Resort

City

Mountain

1-'resh powder on the slopes
and sno\\fall all da) provided a
great day of skimg in Park Cit).
Surpnsmgly, it was still rather
wam1 Nobody \\as cold and
after a full year av. a) from the
mountams. we all enjoyed our
first day of snow. Around 2:00
p.m .. we were all ready for a
break. so we headed to the
Alpine Coaster. The Alpine
Coaster is a roller coaster right
in the middle of the ski resort. in
which you get to control the
speed (pull dO\\n to go fast: pull
up to break). We loved it so

much, we went twice. The second time I rode v. ith m) hushand, Dave. I laughed m hysterics while he tried frantically to
reach for the breaks. Rational
fears sometimes have a way of
interfering with fun.

Day 3
The Canyons Resort
The Canyons ts the newest
and largest single resort with
over 3.700 acres of sk table terrain. With the slope· side lodgmg and village (v.hich has
shops. restaurants and aprcs ski
entertainment). ll is definitely a
''destination" resort.
And
although we drove past the mam
parking lot. it didn't matter
because they had valet parking
right at the Grand Summit
Hotel.
The Canyons also offers a
dail) Mountain Tour whiCh
leaves from the trail map at the
hottom of Saddleback at I0:30
a.m. I love mountain tours (or
some resorts have "mountain
hosts" that can guide you)
hccause they gi\e you a quick
feel for the mountain, and often
shov. you trails that you would
have othem 1se missed. At The
Canyons we had two guides that

made my ski day here a favonte.
We followed them down the
best runs of the day and didn't
even have to pull out a trail map.
We also learned about the
upcommg event called Spring
Gruv (March 27-April 5th) in
which there are free concerts
(Better Than Elfa and the
Wailers among the bands), a
Pond Skimming Contest (skiers
and boarders compete in costume as the) sktm across a
pond) and a Cams Lupus
Challenge (a race through a
mile-long natural halt pipe).
Although I probabl) wouldn't
bnng m) son for another fe\\
years (assuming he still wants to
hang with the parents), I \\Ould
love to come back with my husband. Although I don't think
either of us will be skimming
across an almost-frozen pond. it
certaml) looks like fun to
watch.

I>ay 4 and 5
Solitude Mountain Resort
We packed up our bags and
headed to The Inn at Solitude, a
wonderful skt·in/ski-out lodge.
We had a slope-side 'te\\ and
could have easily skied to our
room to have lunch on our room
balcony. Plus, the) have a spa!
Dave was feeling the ills of altitude sickness. so after convinc·
ing m} son that I was smart
enough to read the mountain
map. we ventured out while
Dave took a snooze. The mountain \\ asn 't too large (1 ,200 ski·
able acres) and was well
groomed; vel) easy to navigate
around. That night we went icc
skating, sharing the rink with
JUst
one
other
family.
Afterwards. we had the Jacuzzi
continued 011 page 39
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The ·out to Ear television show premieres this April on KVCR N (Channel 24.
PBS). Join show host Cliff Young (a.k a . ·The Minister of Culinary Awareness·) as
he travels to local craft breweries. coffee roasters. wineries and. of cause.
great restaurants to meet and chat with the owners. the chefs. and the cus-tomers. The series starts Thursday. April 2nd and will air every Thursday evenng
at 7:30PM and every Sunday at noon starting April 1'2. Go to www.KVCR.org
or www.OutToEat.TV for more information.

Introduction:
The ·out to Eat· television show celebrates the enjoyment of dining out

with family and friends at local eateries that possess character and a
sense of community. Each segment includes. vibrant and colorful plate
presentations. fast paced food preparation-as well as scenic views of the
communities we visit to illustrate the lifestyle. and entice viewers to take
part as we learn where the food is grown. bought and finally prepaed.
The topics explored each week are very relevant to a large viewing
demographic-that is only increasing as more people become O'N<Ye of
and attracted to healthy. local cuisine. The show will appeal to viewers
who are looking for great food that is inexpensive and can be fol.nd at
the local·hole in the wall'" restaurants. Not only are viewers introduced to
the food. but also to the people who prepare it. the owners. cooks. and
chefs who share their stories and personalities.
About the Host:
Cliff Young (a.k.a. ·The Minister of Culinary Awareness") has aver 32
years of experience in the restaurant industry. starting as a dishwasher and
moving up to designing and building his own award-winning rest~<Ilfs.
He is a member of the Association of Food Journalists and writes for I'TlCI1Y
food and beverage publications. When he's not working on his weekly
·our TO EAT" radio program. you might find him judging a food
competition. lecturing at culinary schools. or traveling the globe in seach
of the finest food and drink. He brings fresh. quirky and intriguing insights
into the world of food. beverages. travel and entertainment.
KVCR PBS-TV now reaches over 5 million households in Los Angeles. ()ra)ge Cot..my.
Riverside and Son Bernardino Counties plus the Palm Springs Desert resorts. ald
including Direct TV and Dish Network viewers. These viewers ore affluent. in!Uentici
highly educated. weiHroveled. intellectually curious people who hove a choice of
more than 100 channels. Yet. this valuable demographic group retTICX'\s W'ltensely 1oyo1
to KVCR PBS-TV, and it is our intention to make them loyal viewers of •aut To EaHFor more Information about ·out to Eat• and how to become o part
of the team! Contact Cliff Young:
call (909) 801-2113 or e-mail at outtoeot@gmoll.com.

Out to Eat"
on
KVCRN
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